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[O1] PHAGES SUBVERT CRISPR-CAS IMMUNITY VIA RNA-BASED ANTI-CRISPRS

Sarah Camara-Wilpert1, David Mayo-Muñoz2, Jakob Russel1, Robert D. Fagerlund2, Jonas S. Madsen1, Peter C. Fineran2,  
Søren J. Sørensen1, Rafael Pinilla-Redondo1

1University of Copenhagen, Section of Microbiology, Denmark 
2University of Otago, Department of Microbiology and Immunology, New Zealand

Bacteriophages and other mobile genetic elements (MGEs) exert immense selective pressure on bacteria. 
In response, bacteria have developed a broad arsenal of defence mechanisms. Among these, CRISPR-Cas 
comprise a broad family of RNA-guided adaptive immune systems spread across Bacteria and Archaea. In 
the evolutionary arms race with CRISPR-Cas, phages have evolved diverse strategies to block or circumvent 
targeting. A widespread evasion mechanism involves the deployment of protein-based CRISPR-Cas inhibitors, 
called anti-CRISPRs (Acrs). To date, around 100 Acr proteins have been identified and shown to inhibit CRISPR-
Cas at different stages. Notably, the discovery of these natural off-switches has presented new opportunities 
to control the activity of CRISPR-Cas technologies. 

We describe a novel anti-CRISPR strategy widely exploited by phages and other MGEs across diverse bacterial 
taxa. We demonstrate an alternative inhibition strategy of a I-F CRISPR-Cas system by a phage-derived small, 
non-coding RNA. Through a combination of genetic, biochemical, and computational analyses, we show that 
this RNA-based Acr interacts specifically with certain Cas components to prevent interference. Bioinformatic 
searches identified RNA-based inhibitors of almost all CRISPR-Cas types across divergent mobile elements, 
often in the genetic context of other Acr proteins. Functional testing of candidates spanning diverse CRISPR 
subtypes across classes confirmed their strong inhibitory function. 

Overall, we uncover a novel and widespread Acr strategy and open the door to promising applications for 
controlling CRISPR-Cas biotechnologies. 
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Ammonia-oxidizing archaea (AOA) perform the first step in the nitrification process, where they oxidize 
ammonia to nitrite, using oxygen. Despite their dependence on oxygen, AOA are widely distributed 
and surprisingly abundant in oxygen-limited environments. Recently, it was shown that the AOA isolate 
Nitrosopumilus maritimus can produce oxygen and molecular nitrogen (N2) at nanomolar concentrations, 
under oxygen depletion, through a process called NO-dismutation. The distribution of the pathway and its 
intermediates remain unclear. 

Here, we provide insights into the role of N compounds as intermediates in NO-dismutation, the carbon 
incorporation capability of AOA during oxygen production and the distribution of the proposed pathway 
in other ammonia oxidizers. Different pure isolates of AOA were tested in oxygen-depleted incubations to 
explore their physiological response. Oxygen and nitric oxide (NO) production during oxygen limitation were 
measured with ultra-trace-range (nanomolar range) oxygen optodes and NO microsensors, respectively. 
Nitrous oxide (N2O) with different isotopic signatures was spiked in different incubation sets to test the role 
of N2O in the NO-dismutation pathway. N2 and N2O coupled to oxygen production were measured through 
15N stable isotope labelling and Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry. 30N2 production from 46N2O was observed, 
supporting the role of N2O as an intermediate in the proposed pathway. Oxygen production is spread across 
different AOA isolates and 13C incorporation from bicarbonate at low rates was observed during oxygen 
production in N. maritimus. 

These novel insights can be of importance for understanding the ammonia oxidizers distribution in oxygen-
limited ecosystems. Moreover, the results presented here are relevant for a better understanding of N2O and 
NO production by ammonia oxidizers under oxygen limitation.

1University of Southern Denmark, Nordcee, Biology, Odense, Denmark
2University of Southern Denmark, University of Southern Denmark, Nordcee, Biology, Odense, Denmark

Elisa Hernandez-Magana1, Beate Kraft2

[O2] NOVEL INSIGHTS INTO THE PHYSIOLOGY OF AMMONIA-OXIDIZING ARCHAEA DURING 
OXYGEN PRODUCTION, IN OXYGEN-LIMITED CONDITIONS
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Clouds have one of the most profound effects on Earth’s climate, yet they are still responsible for some of 
the biggest uncertainties in climate models. Cloud formation, radiative properties, thickness and lifetime are 
tightly interlinked with the presence of atmospheric particles (aerosols) and the formation of ice. Biological 
aerosols (bioaerosols) such as ice-nucleation proteins (INpro) produced by microorganisms are most efficient 
catalysts in the formation of ice and can trigger heterogenous freezing between -1°C and -15°C. Several studies 
have demonstrated that Arctic environments are a source of airborne INpro. Sea spray is one of the major 
sources of aerosols, which aside of the sea salt contain large amounts of organic material. These are ejected 
into the atmosphere through the process of wave breaking and bubble bursting of small bubbles, which eject 
drops from the sea surface microlayer (SML) to the atmosphere. Here, we present preliminary results derived 
from droplet freezing assays and amplicon sequencing combined with quantitative PCR, targeting the 16S 
rRNA gene from sea and aerosol samples collected along a transect from sub- to high Arctic Greenland (Baffin 
Bay). We demonstrate a positive correlation between INpro concentration and higher latitudes in sea bulk 
water (SBW) and SML. Additionally, we try to link specific taxonomic groups from the microbial communities 
to INpro production. Last, we aim to investigate if partitioning of specific taxonomic groups can be observed 
from SBW to SML and from SML to the atmosphere. Finally, we performed laboratorial sea-spray experiments 
simulating turbulent sea conditions. This study has the potential to help closing the current knowledge gap 
in understanding the partitioning of microorganisms from the sea to the atmosphere and unravel which 
microbes are the major contributors to atmospheric INpro and hence cloud formation.

1Aarhus University, Department of Biology, Aarhus C, Denmark
2University of Basel, Environmental Geosciences, Switzerland
3Aarhus University, Department of Chemistry, Denmark
4Lund University, Department of Design Sciences, Sweden
5Aarhus University, Department of Biology, Denmark

Christian Castenschiold1, Claudia Mignani2, Sigurd Christiansen3, Malin Alsved4, Sylvie Tesson5, Jakob Löndahl4, Merete Bilde3, 
Kai Finster5, Tina Šantl-Temkiv5

[O3] LINKING MICROBIAL TAXA TO ICE-NUCLEATION PROTEIN PRODUCTION IN ARCTIC MARINE 
ENVIRONMENTS
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Algae are a rich but unexplored source of fibers with the potential to be a source of the next generation 
prebiotics. The sulfated brown algae polysaccharide fucoidan is mainly composed of the deoxy-hexose 
L-fucose, which can be metabolized to 1,2-propanediol by gut microbes as a precursor of propionate. 
Propionate is a short-chain fatty acid (SCFA) that has been linked to beneficial health effects while the 
sulfate moiety of fucoidan could be reduced by gut sulfate-reducing microbes to H2S, which can contribute 
to intestinal mucosal inflammation. It was the aim of this study to investigate the impact of fucoidan on 
fermentation capacity of fecal microbiota to evaluate its potential as prebiotic.

We conducted strict anaerobic batch fermentations of fecal microbiota collected from 17 donors and 
compared commercial and Fucus vesiculosus-extracted fucoidan to L-fucose added at different doses. The 
fecal microbial community was characterized using a combination of quantitative PCR and 16S rRNA gene 
sequencing. We monitored the production of SCFA and H2S production. 

Sulfated fucoidan was extracted from F. vesiculosus with a 0.2% (w/w) yield. Bacillota (45%) and Bacteroidota 
(39%) were the most abundant bacteria phyla, while the remaining community members belonged to 
the Actinomyceta, Verrucomicrobiota, Proteobacteria, Desulfobacterota and Euryarchaeota. In batch 
fermentations, L-fucose and not fucoidan promoted the production of propionate. H2S production was 
detected under all tested conditions, but levels were significantly lower in the presence of L-fucose in a dose-
dependent manner. 

Our results indicate that there is limited potential of fecal microbiota to digest fucoidan. In contrast, L- fucose 
had specific impact on fermentation capacity likely through microbial cross-feeding, which might allow precise 
modulation of intestinal microbiota activity. The source of the H2S and treatment specific changes in the 
microbiota are currently investigated.

1Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark
2Aarhus University, Food Science, Denmark
3Aarhus University, Biological and Chemical Engineering, Denmark

Karina Høgsgaard1, Natalia Prieto Vidal2, Angeliki Marietou3, Oliver Gam Fiehn3, Qing Li3, Jacopo Catalano3, Mario Martinez-
Martinez2, Clarissa Schwab3

[O4] FUCOSE BUT NOT FUCOIDAN ENHANCES PROPIONATE FORMATION OF INTESTINAL 
MICROBIOTA THROUGH MICROBIAL CROSS-FEEDING
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Campylobacter constitutes the major cause of gastroenteritis worldwide mainly due to consumption of 
contaminated poultry meat. Bacteriophages have been previously used as antibacterial agents to reduce 
Campylobacter both in chicken broiler and food, but development of phage resistance limits such an 
approach. Here, we used the binding specificity of phage receptor binding proteins (RBPs) to develop novel 
phage-based antibacterials targeting specifically Campylobacter. To do so, we initially proved that H-fiber 
protein present in all CJIE1-like prophages functions as an RBP. We then constructed Innolysins composed of 
the H-fiber and phage enzyme endolysin. The fusion to the RBP enabled the endolysin to overcome the outer 
membrane, degrade the peptidoglycan and kill the target bacterium. Application of Innolysin Cj1 on chicken 
skin refrigerated at 5 °C and contaminated with C. jejuni CAMSA2147 led to 1.63 ± 0.46 log reduction of cells 
after 45 minutes, confirming that Innolysins Cj can kill C. jejuni under food packaging conditions. We also 
used the H-fiber to retarget R-type pyocin by constructing chimeric pyocins, known as campycins, that were 
able to specifically bind and kill an array of C. jejuni strains. Campycin 1 led to 3.22 ± 0.16 log reduction of 
CAMSA2147 after 3 hours of incubation at 42 °C under microaerobic conditions. Killing efficiency of Campycins 
was unaffected by absence of flagella and capsule previously shown to be receptors of lytic C. jejuni phages, 
suggesting that the receptor may be a conserved protein. Considering the diversity of the Campylobacter RBPs 
and the different receptors that they target, here we expand upon developing novel antibacterials against 
Campylobacter, while their combined application may limit bacteria to adopt resistance.

1University of Copenhagen, Department of Veterinary and Animal Sciences, Frederiksberg C, Denmark
2Snipr Biome, Copenhagen, Denmark
3Ghent University, Gent, Belgium
4University of Copenhagen
5Isi Food Protection Aps, Aarhus, Denmark

Athina Zampara1, Emre Gencay2, Martine Sørensen1, Dennis Grimon3, Sebastian Hougaard Kristiansen4, Lallana Skaarup 
Jørgensen4, Josephine Rejgaard4, Yves Briers3, Anne Elsser-Gravesen5, Lone Brøndsted1

[O5] NOVEL PHAGE-DERIVED ANTIBACTERIALS AGAINST CAMPYLOBACTER
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Ants are ubiquitous almost all over our planet and account for up to 15% of the entire animal biomass. Ants 
are therefore of great importance and several studies show that they can be utilized in various agricultural 
settings as biological control agents. The main reason that ants have great potential as biocontrol agents is 
due to their generalist predator behaviour, combatting many different invertebrate pests. Many ants also 
have symbiotic microorganisms on their bodies and legs that aid them in combatting various diseases. It is 
not known how evolutionary conserved and widespread ant-bacterial symbioses are, especially in temperate 
ant species. This study therefore aims to identify putative symbiotic bacteria of selected Danish ant species, 
to isolate representative bacterial species, and to test their antimicrobial potential, with the long-term 
goal to utilize it in biological control programs. We have collected three different ant species, Formica 
polyctena, Formica fusca, and Lasius fuliginosus across different locations all over Denmark, and are currently 
sequencing 16S rRNA gene amplicon libraries prepared from the ant's mounds, body, and legs. By comparing 
microbiomes of the same ant species from different locations in Denmark, and microbiomes of ants of 
different species from the same location, it will be possible to discern whether ant species, mound location, 
or both determine microbiome composition, and thus gain insights in the specificity of a putative symbiosis. 
At the same time, we have isolated a collection of diverse microorganisms from the ants, and will now 
compare their identities to the in situ sequence data, and finally test the inhibitory effect of relevant isolates 
against various plant pathogens.

1Aarhus University, Biology, Aarhus, Denmark
2Aarhus University, Ecoscience, Aarhus, Denmark

Anders Lander Mogensen1, Maria Cecilie Olsen1, Seven Bushi1, Ida Cecilie Jensen1, Joachim Offenberg2, Andreas Schramm1

[O6] THE MICROBIOME OF DANISH ANT SPECIES AND ITS POTENTIAL USE IN BIOLOGICAL 
CONTROL
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The gold standard of clinical microbiology diagnostics is to culture the pathogen, which takes 1-3 days and 
has poor sensitivity. Due to the long turnaround time, critically ill patients, such as those suffering from a 
bloodstream infection, are administered empiric broad-spectrum antibiotics prior to pathogen identification 
and an estimated ~20% of patients receive ineffective treatment causing excess mortality. An increasing 
amount of research has been conducted on the use of DNA sequencing to diagnose infections to increase 
sensitivity and breadth of diagnostics. 

To decrease turnaround time and enable local application, we explore the Nanopore platform for pathogen 
identification. We have demonstrated a proof-of-concept on spiked donor blood plasma, where we were able 
to discriminate contaminant genera from the spiked DNA after revising the bioinformatic pipeline to account 
for sample crosstalk. This is important for the subsequent statistical removal of contaminants from blood 
samples. Upon this, we have initiated clinical trials to identify the challenges associated with clinical samples.

A major issue with the donor blood plasma samples, was that the abundant human DNA was misclassified 
as various fungi. We suggest a number of ways to circumvent this bioinformatically to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio, by considering the classification of a read at different certainty thresholds. If many reads from a 
fungal species become unclassified with increasing classification stringency, it suggests that the classifications 
were false.

1Aalborg University, Aalborg, Denmark
2Aalborg University Hospital, Aalborg, Denmark

Morten Eneberg Nielsen1, Kirstine Søgaard2, Hans Nielsen2, Mads Albertsen1

[O7] A NANOPORE APPROACH FOR METAGENOMIC PATHOGEN IDENTIFICATION IN BLOOD 
PLASMA
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Introduction: The Gram-positive bacterium Staphylococcus saccharolyticus was first isolated from human 
skin in 1948 and reported as an infrequent skin colonizer. However, recent studies revealed that this species 
is frequently found on human skin. Hence, this species might play a significant role in the skin microbiota. In 
recent years, a growing number of reports described the presence of S. saccharolyticus in a wide spectrum of 
human diseases such as spondylodiscitis, bone marrow infections, endocarditis, low-grade infections of the 
shoulder, and foreign body-related infections. It is possible that this bacterium is more frequently present in 
clinical samples, but is overlooked or considered a contaminant.

Orthopedic implant-associated infections (OIAIs) are one of the most serious complications in orthopedic 
surgery, which are commonly caused by staphylococcal species, such as Staphylococcus aureus and 
Staphylococcus epidermidis. Conversely, often low-virulent bacterial species are culprits of OIAIs. The aim 
of this study was to investigate the pathogenic potential of S. saccharolyticus in order to test if it has the 
necessary traits to cause deep-seated infections such as OIAIs.

Material and Methods: Clinical OIAI isolates of S. saccharolyticus were used in this study and an array of 
experiments was carried out, including growth and biofilm assays, cell culture-based infection experiments,  
and genome and transcriptome analyses.

Results: Although S. saccharolyticus has previously been described as a slow-growing anaerobic species, a 
re-evaluation of its growth behavior revealed that some strains of S. saccharolyticus grow aerobically. Biofilm 
and autoaggregation formation was monitored, revealing the ability of S. saccharolyticus to form distinct 
surface-attached biofilms as well as aggregates. Transcriptome analysis of biofilm-grown and planktonic 
cells discovered the identity of biofilm-related genes. The inflammatory potential of S. saccharolyticus was 
determined in cell culture experiments, revealing a profound induction of proinflammatory cytokines in 
macrophage-like cells.

Conclusion: Taken together, the results suggest that S. saccharolyticus has a substantial pathogenic potential 
and can be a cause of OIAIs and, possibly, other types of deep-seated infections.

1Aarhus University, Department of Biomedicine, Aarhus, Denmark

Mastaneh Afshar1, Holger Brueggemann1 

[O8] STAPHYLOCOCCUS SACCHAROLYTICUS: A HARMLESS SKIN COLONIZER OR A WELL-ARMED 
OPPORTUNISTIC PATHOGEN?
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Objective: To construct a reliable method for cultivation of surface microbes from chronic wounds maintaining 
the geographical 2D organization. 

Background: Gold standard for cultivation from chronic wounds involves sampling by swabbing a 1cm2 surface 
area (the Levine technique). Research has found that bacterial biofilms are not uniformly distributed within 
chronic wounds and that the distribution varies in relation to surface and depth of the tissue. Alternative 
swabbing techniques has the possibility of covering a greater surface area but suffer the same pitfall as all 
swabbing techniques; little to no information about the 2D organization of the bacteria in the wound. 

We aimed to develop an alternative method for sampling using a filter paper. The method is called “Imprint” 
and was developed to culture surface bacteria and reflect the 2D organization in the wound. 

Methods: Two filter types were tested in vitro for 1) their ability to transfer bacteria from a culture plate 
and 2) their ability to maintain 2D geography by transferring colonies in distinct patterns. The filter type that 
performed the best was tested on 12 patients with chronic ulcers. Consecutive Imprints were performed plus 
a swab covering the same surface area. Bacteria were identified by MALDI-TOF.

Results: In vitro testing concluded that the nylon 5 μm filter (GVS North America) was able to transfer bacteria 
between culture plates maintaining 2D organization. In vivo testing concluded that Imprint was a fast and 
feasible method and analysis showed that Imprint was satisfactory in cultivating the same microbes as E-swab. 

Conclusion: Imprint is a novel method for cultivating bacteria from soft tissue infection. Imprint was 
satisfactory in cultivating the same microbes as E-swab and provides reproducible results in terms of 2D 
organization.

1Costerton Biofilm Center, Department of Immunology and Microbology, University of Copenhagen
2Department of Clinical Microbiology, Copenhagen University Hospital
3Department of Dermatology and Wounds, Bispebjerg Hospital, Copenhagen

Anne Kristine Iversen1, Mads Hansen1, Blaine Fritz1, Klaus Kirketerp-Møller3, Tim Holm Jakobsen1, Thomas Bjarnsholt1,2, 
Mads Lichtenberg1

[O9] IMPRINT: NOVEL SAMPLING AND CULTIVATION METHOD MAINTAINING 2D ORGANIZATION 
OF MICROBES
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No. Title Presenter

Basic/Ecological

P1 Seasonal Variation of the Atmospheric Bacterial Community in the 
Greenlandic High Arctic Is Influenced by Weather Events and Local 
and Distant Sources

Lasse Jensen

P2 Artificial 3D-Printed Leaves for Ecologically Relevant Studies of 
Bacterial Biofilm Communities

Deyong Zhu

P3 Adaptable host recognition of Fletchervirus phages infecting 
Campylobacter jejuni

Martine Sørensen

P4 Coupling of secondary metabolite production in Bacillus subtilis Caja Dinesen

P5 The termite fungal cultivar Termitomyces produce a consistent set 
of secondary metabolites that harbour novel biochemistry involved 
in signalling and defence

Suzanne Schmidt

P6 Breastfeeding and the Major Fermentation Metabolite Lactate 
Determine Occurrence of Peptostreptococcaceae in Infant Feces

Lucía Huertas Díaz

P7 Assembly of natural microbiomes in microalgal systems and effect 
of algal host species

Line Roager

P8 Bioengineering and phenotypic profiling of beneficial aquaculture 
microbiomes

Dóra Smahajcsik

P9 Translation inhibition mediated by novel toxin–antitoxin–
chaperone (TAC) systems confers phage immunity through 
abortive infection

Tatsuaki Kurata

P10 Searching for Methanotrophs in Danish Soil Samples Anne Kalinka Sand Knudsen

P11 Regulatory background of Bacillus subtilis biofilm formation and 
pigmentation

Rune Overlund Stannius

P12 Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA14 produces R-bodies, extendable 
protein polymers with roles in host colonization and virulence

Bryan Wang

P13 The marine bryozoan Conopeum seurati represents a niche for 
tropodithietic acid (TDA) producing Phaeobacter

Morten Dencker Schostag

P14 Application of ecosystem-specific reference database for increased 
taxonomic resolution in soil microbial profiling

Christina Overgaard

P15 Viscosin expression in Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25 is up-
regulated by quorum sensing molecules    

Kitzia Yashvelt Molina 
Zamudio

P16 Time series analyses of Anaerobic Digesters at WWTPs reveal 
factors affecting community composition

Anne-Kirstine Corfitz 
Petersen

P17 USING BIOINFORMATICS TO DISCOVER AND CHARACTERISE 
EPS BGCS IN ACTIVATED SLUDGE

Anders Ogechi Hostrup 
Daugberg

P18 Do diet and gut physiology shape the occurrence of specific 
functional traits of captive wild animal microbiota?

Qing Li

P19 Cooperative traits facilitate the global spread of β-lactam resistance Qinqin Wang

P20 Anti-virulent free fatty acids reduce the host cell invasion of Listeria 
monocytogenes outbreak strains

Caroline Borreby

P21 Widespread antitoxin domain Panacea is assisting the toxin 
neutralization

Karin Ernits

P22 Ecophysiology of putative polyphosphate-accumulating organisms 
revealed by FISH-Raman

Jette Fischer Petersen
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P23 Developing new bioinformatic methods to identify modifications 
from Nanopore sequencing

Søren Heidelbach

P24 Influence of microbial secondary metabolites on the interaction 
between the two marine bacteria, Pseudoalteromonas, and 
Phaeobacter

Peter Bing

P25 “Watching” the Production of Tropodithietic Acid (TDA) in Color Shengda Zhang

P26 Development of a marine microbial synthetic community to study 
impact of secondary metabolite producing bacteria

Kasper Smed

P27 The global repressors MvaT and MvaU regulate CRISPR-Cas activity 
in Pseudomonas aeruginosa by controlling growth rate

Jesper Juel Mauritzen

P28 Emergent bacterial community properties promote plant growth 
and establish multispecies biofilm in Arabidopsis

Nan Yang

P29 Live-FISH-FADS droplet cultivation, a new strategy to selectively 
isolate and cultivate unculturable members and biosynthetically 
talented Acidobacteria from soil microbiomes

Iuliana Nita

P30 Microflora Danica – the Microbiome of Denmark, including the 
inter-connecting water ways

Sofie Zacho Vestergaard

P31 Reference-agnostic estimation of microbial read abundance from 
metagenomes

Raphael Eisenhofer

P32 Aeromonas diversity and abundance in residual waters and their 
potential as indicator organisms for environmental antibiotic 
resistance

Jianxin Xu

P33 Non-target effects of nitrification inhibitors on soil microorganisms Tingting Chen

P34 Ammonia-oxidizing archaea in the euxinic basin of Mariager Fjord 
(Denmark)

Paula García Otero

P35 Study of microbial collaboromes using Raman assisted sorting Adam Stovicek

P36 Motility and communication in cable bacteria Jesper Tataru Bjerg

P37 Unveiling novel Toxin-antitoxin-chaperone systems (TACs) 
associated to SecB homologues in bacteria

Jose Nakamoto

P38 Isolation and Genomic Characterization of Plasmid-specific Phages 
able to Infect Bacteria Carrying Diverse Conjugative Plasmids.

Boris Parra

P39 A GFP-BASED HIGH-THROUGHPUT SOLID-FILTER MATING 
ASSAY TO STUDY THE IMPACT OF BIOCIDES ON CONJUGATION

Zhiming He

P40 uorf4u: a tool for conserved upstream ORFs annotation Artyom Egorov

P41 The evolution of antimicrobial resistance in biofilms Doaa Higazy

P42 The soil RNA virome Cátia Carreira

P43 PlasPline: detection and analysis of plasmid from metagenomes wanli he

P44 The host-soil-microbiome nexus suppresses bacterial pathogens Tanvi Taparia

P45 Flåtinfo.dk: A Danish Website About Ticks. A Citizen-Science 
Project and a Source of Information

Camilla Adler Sørensen

P46 Systematic analysis of bacterial defense systems across plasmids Haotian Zheng

P47 Prevalence of the tick-borne pathogen Neoehlichia mikurenis in 
ticks on Zealand

Mette Frimodt Hansen

P48 MiDAS: Field Guide to the Microbes of Activated Sludge and 
Anaerobic Digesters

Susan Hove Hansen
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P49 Remicult: A Metagenome Engineering Approach to Culture 
Microbial Dark Matter

Ole Hylling

P50 Proteome Analysis after Sequential Protein Extraction Indicates 
Subcellular Localization of Dominant Cable Bacteria Proteins

Bo Wang

P51 Surfactin facilitates the establishment of Bacillus subtilis in a 
bacterial synthetic community

Carlos N. Lozano-Andrade

P52 Microflora Danica – The Microbiome of Denmark Per Halkjær Nielsen

P53 Wood ants and their associated bacteria inhibit plant pathogens Seven Nazipi Bushi

P54 Genomic determinants of viral host range shifts Nikoline Olsen

P55 Regulation and control of bacterial CRISPR-Cas immunity:  
Are the defence shields always up?

Rodrigo Ibarra Chavez

Applied

P56 The Possible Relationship Between Helicobacter pylori and 
Parkinson's Disease

Susanne Enig

P57 Constructing synthetic communities for improved root 
colonization of bacterial inoculants in agriculture

Jonathan Sølve

P58 Towards a risk evaluation of the biological working environment 
at Danish wastewater treatment plants - a cross-sectional and 
longitudinal study

Signe Agnete Møller

P59 Benchmarking Workflows for Taxonomic Classification of 10,000 
Metagenomes (Microflora Danica)

Mette Nielsen

P60 Engineering B. methanolicus platform strain for L-lysine 
overproduction

Tanja Kirkeby

P61 Microbial exposure in Danish biowaste recycling plants Pil Rasmussen

P62 Redox sensitive biosensor as a tool for the evaluation of reuterin 
impact in microbial ecosystems

Maria Florencia Bambace

P63 Detection of tropodithietic acid (TDA) gene transcription by 
Phaeobacter piscinae S26 in co-culture with the microalga 
Tetraselmis suecica

Kristine Olsen

P64 A systematic study on the factors affecting antimicrobial activity 
of short-chain organic acids and biofilm formation of Salmonella 
enterica subsp. enterica

Ker Sin Ng

P65 The Possible Relationship Between Helicobacter pylori and 
Parkinson's Disease

Susanne Enig

P66 Bacteria and protist communities and their interactions in wheat 
rhizosphere.

Christine Elberg

P67 Intra-guild variability in gene expression in a PN/A reactor 
community as revealed by genomics and transcriptomics

Tal Elad

P68 Phage rebooting and library construction using Golden Gate 
assembly and TXTL rebooting

Camilla Kristensen

P69 Characterization of Lactococcus laudensis prophages by whole 
genome sequencing

Göksen Arik

P70 A simple method for size fractioning of biofilm aggregates for better 
control of experiments

Regitze Lund Nielsen

P71 Development of synthetic phages for specific delivery of custom 
cargo to MDR/XDR high-risk clones of Pseudomonas aeruginosa

Mariana Chichkova
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No. Title Presenter

P72 Fecal viromes depleted of enveloped viruses efficiently treats C. 
difficile-associated diarrhea in a murine model

Torben Sølbeck Rasmussen

P73 Biomining synergy: Can indigenous bacteria work together to 
decalcify magnesite ores?

Lorrie Maccario

P74 Substrate microbiome governs trade-offs between productivity and 
disease pressure for circular agriculture

Tanvi Taparia

P75 Dynamics of Antimicrobial Resistance in the Urban Water Cycle: a 
Polyphasic pan-European Investigation (DARWIN)

Barth Smets

P76 High throughput prediction of Toxin-Antitoxin interacting pairs 
with AlphaFold2 to decipher the structural basis of neutralisation.

Bhanu Chouhan

P77 Effect of addition of fat, nitrate and 3-nitrooxypropanol (3-NOP) on 
the rumen microbiota in lactating dairy cows.

Samantha Noel

P78 Environmental and Microbial Drivers of Ammonia and Nitrous 
Oxide Emission during the Production of Black Soldier Fly Larvae

Laurits Andersen

P79 Association between exposure to bioaerosols and health problems 
in waste workers environment

Ali Al-Saidi

P80 Investigation of pH homeostasis of Cupriavidus necator H16 Jing Shen

P81 Bacterial culture on a disc; a facile and versatile tool for biofilm 
analysis

Amanda Jakobsen

Clinical 

P82 Gut Microbiota, a Risk Factor of Obesity in Cameroon Vidal Franck Ymelong 
Ghokeng

P83 New wine in old bottles? Exploring a historical strain collection Xenia Iversen

P84 Cutibacterium acnes biofilms in implant-associated infections: 
together we are strong(er)

Cecilie Scavenius Brønnum 
Bjerg

P85 Exploiting Phapecoctavirus phages for engineering pyocins to kill 
ESBL bacteria

Srishti Singh

P86 VAGINAL MICROBIOME CHARACTERIZATION AND INCIDENCE 
ESTIMATION OF GROUP B STREPTOCOCCUS (GBS) IN 
ASYMPTOMATIC DANISH WOMEN.

Lilia Hernandez-Salas

P87 Development of Nanopore metagenomic DNA sequencing for 
antibiotic resistance determination in bloodstream infections

Emil Jespersen

P88 Piperacillin-Tazobactam Resistance Mechanisms in Escherichia 
coli and Identification of a Previously Unrecognized CTX-M-255 
β-Lactamase Selectively Conferring Resistance to Penicillin/ 
β-Lactamase Inhibitor Combinations

Minna Rud Andreasen

P89 Assessing the importance of alpha-hemolysin for ulcerative colitis-
associated Escherichia coli

Simon Meski

P90 Investigating adaption of Pseudomonas aeruginosa during chronic 
wounds infections

Rie Jønsson

P91 Longtitudinal, multi-omic analysis of microbiome-host 
interactions during lesion development in atopic dermatitis

Blaine Fritz

P92 Staphylococcus strains’ adaptation to atopic dermatitis lesional skin Lene Bay
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[P1] SEASONAL VARIATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC BACTERIAL COMMUNITY IN THE GREENLANDIC 
HIGH ARCTIC IS INFLUENCED BY WEATHER EVENTS AND LOCAL AND DISTANT SOURCES

Lasse Jensen1, Marianne Glasius2, Sven-Erik Gryning3, Andreas Massling4, Kai Finster1, Tina Santl-Temkiv1

1Aarhus University, Biology, Aarhus C, Denmark
2Aarhus University, Department of Chemistry, Aarhus, Denmark
3Technical University of Denmark
4Department of Environmental Science, Aarhus University, Denmark

The Arctic is a hot spot for climate change with potentially large consequences on a global scale. 
Aerosols, including bioaerosols, are important players in regulating the heat balance through direct 
interaction with sunlight and indirectly, through inducing cloud formation. Airborne bacteria are 
the major bioaerosols with some species producing the most potent ice nucleating compounds 
known, which are implicated in the formation of ice in clouds. Little is known about the numbers 
and dynamics of airborne bacteria in the Arctic and even less about their seasonal variability. 
We collected aerosol samples and wet deposition samples in spring 2015 and summer 2016, at 
the Villum Research Station in Northeast Greenland. We used amplicon sequencing and qPCR 
targeting the 16S rRNA genes to assess the quantities and composition of the DNA and cDNA-level 
bacterial community. We found a clear seasonal variation in the atmospheric bacterial community, 
which is likely due to variable sources and meteorology. In early spring, the atmospheric bacterial 
community was dominated by taxa originating from temperate and Subarctic regions and arriving 
at the sampling site through long-range transport. We observed an efficient washout of the 
aerosolized bacterial cells during a snowstorm, which was followed by very low concentrations 
of bacteria in the atmosphere during the consecutive 4 weeks. We suggest that this is because in 
late spring, the long-range transport ceased, and the local sources which comprised only of ice 
and snow surfaces were weak resulting in low bacterial concentrations. This was supported by 
observed changes in the chemical composition of aerosols. In summer, the air bacterial community 
was confined to local sources such as soil, plant material and melting sea-ice. Aerosolized and 
deposited Cyanobacteria in spring had a high activity potential, implying their activity in the 
atmosphere or in surface snow. Overall, we show how the composition of bacterial aerosols in 
the high Arctic varies on a seasonal scale, identify their potential sources, demonstrate how their 
community sizes varies in time, investigate their diversity and determine their activity potential 
during and post Arctic haze.
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In nature, most microbial life takes place in complex biofilm communities that are composed of 
many interacting species1. Biofilms are abundant in soil and marine ecosystems, where they are 
actively involved in primary production and the cycling of carbon and nutrients. Biofilms also exist 
on and within our body, where they contribute to the balance between health and disease, e.g., 
by preventing the rise of pathogens2 or leading to chronic infections evading the immune system 
or antibiotic treatment3. It is thus important to understand the dynamics of biofilm communities 
in both environmental science and biomedicine. However, biofilms are often studied under 
simplified conditions in the laboratory, leading to a severe knowledge gap concerning interactions 
and organization in multispecies communities4. Here, we present an artificial biofilm environment 
consisting of artificial, 3D printed degradable leaves with a synthetic multispecies community 
cultured on top mimicking soil biofilms. The 3D printed substrates are easily manipulated in 
terms of their chemical composition and compatible with microscopy. We used this model 
system to evaluate the synergetic effect of carbon source utilization by the bacterial consortium, 
where genome-scale metabolic models further indicated the metabolic interactions within the 
community. In conclusion, the use of a synthetic multispecies community in combination with 3D 
printed artificial leaf environments is a promising novel approach to study interspecies interactions 
and metabolism in soil biofilms under defined structural complexity.

References:
1 Liu, W. Z., Jacquiod, S., Brejnrod, A., Russel, J., Burmølle, M. & Sørensen, S. J. Deciphering links 

between bacterial interactions and spatial organization in multispecies biofilms. ISME J 13, 3054-
3066 (2019).

2 Di, L. et al. Maximum antigen diversification in a lyme bacterial population and evolutionary 
strategies to overcome pathogen diversity. ISME J 16, 447-464 (2022).

3 Kvich, L. et al. Do Mixed-Species Biofilms Dominate in Chronic Infections?-Need for in situ 
Visualization of Bacterial Organization. Front Cell Infect Microbiol 10, 396 (2020).

4  Roder, H. L., Sørensen, S. J. & Burmølle, M. Studying Bacterial Multispecies Biofilms: Where to 
Start?  
Trends Microbiol 24, 503-513 (2016).

1University of Copenhagen, Section of Microbiology, Department of Biology, Copenhagen, Denmark
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Deyong Zhu1, Mette Burmølle1, Michael Kühl2

[P2] ARTIFICIAL 3D-PRINTED LEAVES FOR ECOLOGICALLY RELEVANT STUDIES OF BACTERIAL 
BIOFILM COMMUNITIES
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Fletchervirus represent a unique group of phages infecting specifically Campylobacter jejuni. These 
phages are generally dependent on capsular polysaccharides (CPS) for infection, where the phase 
variable O-methyl phosphoramidate (MeOPN) modification functions as a common phage receptor. 
We have shown that Fletchervirus phages encode up to four different receptor binding proteins 
(RBP1 to RBP4), where RBP1 is responsible for binding to the MeOPN receptor. However, in the 
absence of MeOPN, Fletchervirus phages can bind and infect C. jejuni through expression of RBP2. 
Interestingly, both rpb2 and rbp3 contain hypermutable polymeric G (polyG) tracts, promoting 
phase variable expression by slipped strand mispairing during DNA replication. Thus, Fletchervirus 
phages mimic their host by phase variable RBP expression creating phenotypically diverse phage 
populations able to infect C. jejuni independently of the variable MeOPN receptor. Moreover, 
phase variable expression of both receptor and RBPs generates population dynamics allowing C. 
jejuni and Fletchervirus to co-exists in their shared niche, the chicken gut. 
Fletchervirus phages are only distantly related to other phage genera and phages within the genus 
are highly conserved, including the sequences of RBP1-RBP4 responsible for binding to the CPS. 
Phage F341 however, is an unusual Fletchervirus phages, as it infects C. jejuni independently of the 
CPS, but instead relies on motile flagella for successful infection. We discovered that phage F341 
encodes a novel RBP consisting of an N-terminal with sequence similarity to RBP1 and a C-terminal 
identical to the tail fiber protein H found in an unrelated cryptic CJIE1 prophage present in several 
C. jejuni genomes. These findings suggest recombination events between lytic Fletchervirus phages 
and the CJIE1 prophage. Thus, cryptic prophages in C. jejuni genomes may represent a genetic pool 
from where the highly conserved lytic Fletchervirus phages can acquire novel traits. 

1University of Copenhagen, Department of Veterinary and Animal Sciences, Frederiksberg C, Denmark
2Max-Rubner Institute, Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology, Germany
3University of Copenhagen, Copsac, Copenhagen Prospective Studies on Asthma in Childhood, Denmark
4Eth Zurich, Institute for Food, Nutrition and Health, Switzerland
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Stephen Ahern1, Jochen Klumpp4, Lone Brøndsted1

[P3] ADAPTABLE HOST RECOGNITION OF FLETCHERVIRUS PHAGES INFECTING CAMPYLOBACTER 
JEJUNI
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The plant growth promoting rhizobacterium Bacillus subtilis has great potential as a biocontrol 
agent due to the production of a wide variety of secondary metabolites (SMs) with antimicrobial 
properties. As various unknown factors influence the expression of biosynthetic gene clusters 
(BGCs), it is essential to understand the regulation of BGCs during microbe-plant interactions for 
exploiting biocontrol agents in the field. 
 
We previously characterized a library of isolates for their ability to produce various lipopeptides 
and also dissected the natural product chemistry of mutant strains in respective BGCs of 
these lipopeptides. This approach revealed the isolates and mutants lacking production of 
the lipopeptide surfactin contained increased level of the bacteriocin subtilosin A. To further 
investigate such coupling of SMs, the promoter for subtilosin BGC was cloned before gfp and 
the construct was inserted in various knockout mutants related to lipopeptide production. The 
expression of BGC for subtilosin A was evaluated using a plate reader detecting GFP signal in 
different strains to reveal the transcriptional response in the presence or absence of surfactin. The 
production of subtilosin A was also evaluated using LC-MS to correlate with the BGC expression. 
These assays revealed that the BGC for subtilosin A is subjected to negative transcriptional 
regulation in the presence of surfactin. The ecological role of this intertwined regulation will be 
also investigated by correlating the expression of BGCs for subtilosin A and surfactin on various 
wheat isolates. 

Project is funded by the Collaborative Crop Resiliency Program (NNF19SA0059360) of Novo Nordisk 
Foundation.
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[P4] COUPLING OF SECONDARY METABOLITE PRODUCTION IN BACILLUS SUBTILIS
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The use of compounds produced by hosts or symbionts for defence against antagonists has been 
identified in many organisms, including fungus-farming termites (Macrotermitinae). The obligate 
mutualistic fungus, Termitomyces, play an essential role in the symbiosis through plant biomass 
decomposition and as the main food source for these termites. However, given that a number of 
secondary metabolites have been isolates from diverse species in this fungal genus, Termitomyces 
may also contribute to defence. To explore the biochemical potential encoded in Termitomyces, 
we comparatively analysed genomes of 39 isolates of Termitomyces (21 species) spanning five host 
termite genera (10 species). We used fungiSMASH for initial detecting of biosynthetic gene clusters 
involved in the production of secondary metabolites. This resulted in the detection of more than 
60 distinct gene cluster families, of which nine were present in all 21 species of Termitomyces and 
14 were present in all genomes within a subset of species. The largest 21 gene cluster families 
were subsequently used for a codon-based phylogenetic analyses to characterise their evolutionary 
histories. We identified four BGCs that showed gene wide positive selection across the phylogeny 
of Termitomyces and seven that exhibited species-specific episodic positive selection events 
across genes in a single gene cluster. We suggest that gene clusters under strong positive selection 
could be due to arms race dynamics with target pathogens, indicating potential defensive roles. In 
contrast, conserved gene clusters are more likely serving communication or signalling functions. 
Overall, the advances coupled with the discovery of numerous unknown gene clusters has provided 
new insight into the chemical potential of Termitomyces and its function in symbiosis signalling and 
defence.

1University of Copenhagen, Section for Ecology and Evolution, Department of Biology, Copenhagen, Denmark
2Leibniz Institute for Natural Product Research and Infection Biology – Hans-Knöll Institute
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[P5] THE TERMITE FUNGAL CULTIVAR TERMITOMYCES PRODUCE A CONSISTENT SET OF 
SECONDARY METABOLITES THAT HARBOUR NOVEL BIOCHEMISTRY INVOLVED IN SIGNALLING 
AND DEFENCE
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Gut microbiota composition and fecal fermentation metabolite profiles differ with breastfeeding 
status during the first months of life. The aim of this study was to determine the nutritional-
microbial ecological framework that drives microbiota development with a focus on human milk 
oligosaccharide (HMO) fermentation, and short chain fatty acids and lactate production. 
Fecal microbiota composition fermentation metabolites and milk composition were analysed 
from infants of the Swiss CARE-cohort at three time points depending on breastfeeding status 
at 4 months using quantitative microbiota profiling, HPLC-RI and H1-NMR. We conducted in vitro 
fermentations in the presence of HMO fermentation metabolites and determined the antimicrobial 
activity of lactate and acetate against major Peptostreptococcaceae representatives Clostridioides 
difficile and Intestinibacter bartlettii using broth dilution assay. 
At 1- and 4-months post-partum, 2-fucosyllactose and 3-fucosyllactose represented 90% of 
the HMOs present in milk. At 3 months, there was significantly lower absolute abundance of 
Peptostreptococcaceae in feces of exclusively breastfed infants (n=38) and accumulation of fucose, 
1,2-propanediol and lactate compared to non-breastfed infants (n=14). Peptostreptococcaceae 
were not detected in feces when lactate levels were above 50 μmol/g. In the presence of lactate, 
turbidity of C. difficile and I. bartlettii was lower compared to controls while fucose supported 
growth. The minimal inhibitory concentration of C. difficile and I. bartlettii against lactate and 
acetate was 25 mM and >50 mM, respectively.  
Taken together, this study suggests that lactate produced from HMO fermentation might exert an 
inhibitory effect against early colonizing Peptostreptococcaceae such as C. difficile and I. bartlettii.

Key words: Exclusively breastfeeding; gut microbiota; lactate; Peptostreptococcaceae; HMO 
fermentation metabolites.
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[P6] BREASTFEEDING AND THE MAJOR FERMENTATION METABOLITE LACTATE DETERMINE 
OCCURRENCE OF PEPTOSTREPTOCOCCACEAE IN INFANT FECES
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The microbiomes of microalgae are, similarly to microbiomes of other eukaryotes, important 
to the host’s growth and health. While microalgae are becoming increasingly important for 
biotechnological purposes such as biofuel production, the assembly and role of microalgal 
microbiomes are still not well understood. 
In this study, microbiome assembly in microalgal cultures with different host species was studied 
over time. Three host species of marine microalgae; the haptophyte Isochrysis galbana, the 
chlorophyte Tetraselmis suecica, and the diatom Conticribra weissflogii, were exposed to the same 
initial microbiome from natural seawater. The development of the microbial diversity was followed 
over 49 days by 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing with weekly subculturing of the algae and 
their microbiomes. As the microbiome compositions changed over time, host species had a 
significant effect on microbiome composition (R2 = 0.073, p < 0.001, PERMANOVA), with especially 
microbiomes associated with I. galbana diverging from those of T. suecica and C. weissflogii. 
As time progressed, however, the effect of each biological replicate culture also contributed 
significantly to microbiome composition, starting at day 14 (R2 = 0.39, p < 0.001, PERMANOVA), 
only increasing in importance over time until day 49 (R2 = 0.46, p < 0.001, PERMANOVA).
The microalgal host species thus has a selection effect on the bacterial microbiome when 
assembling from the same initial natural microbiome. Over time, the individual culture also affects 
microbiome composition, suggesting other selection processes also contribute to microbiome 
assembly in microalgal systems.

1Technical University of Denmark, Department of Biotechnology and Biomedicine, Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
2Swansea University, Technical University of Denmark, Department of Biosciences, Swansea, United Kingdom

Line Roager1, Eva Sonnenschein2, Lone Gram2

[P7] ASSEMBLY OF NATURAL MICROBIOMES IN MICROALGAL SYSTEMS AND EFFECT OF ALGAL 
HOST SPECIES
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Aquacultures face a major challenge in bacterial infectious disease outbreaks among fish. 
Pathogenic bacteria are often introduced to the aquacultures by live feed (e.g., microalgae, rotifers, 
Artemia, copepods) to the susceptible fish larvae. The conventional method to control bacterial 
pathogens is the prophylactic use of antibiotics, which contributes to antimicrobial resistance 
(AMR), posing a threat to public health and food safety. Thus, the aquaculture sector is in dire need 
for more sustainable solutions to keep bacterial infections at bay. 

This work is part of a large EU H2020 project, MARBLES, that focuses explicitly on exploiting 
host-associated marine microbiomes with a large, yet unexplored bioactive potential to bring 
sustainable solutions to aqua- and agriculture. This PhD project aims to identify microalgae-
associated bacteria and complex microbiomes that can be used as bioprotectants in aquacultures, 
offering a sustainable alternative to antibiotics. Furthermore, the large plethora of secondary 
metabolites marine microbes can produce also promises the discovery of novel bioactive 
compounds with potential use in human health applications. 

To identify beneficial microbiomes with pathogen-suppressing qualities, a high-throughput 
screening method relying on fluorescence to monitor the growth of GFP-tagged fish pathogens in 
complex mixtures will be developed and subsequently be used to identify microbial communities 
with pathogen suppression. The composition of identified communities can be elucidated by 16S 
amplicon sequencing. The underlying mechanisms of the beneficial effects of the microbiomes 
will be elucidated through identifying key members of the community guided by sequence-based 
analysis. Genome sequencing of key members will allow assessing their secondary metabolite 
potential, and investigating the expression of biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) during pathogen 
suppression via RT qPCR or RNAseq will aid in identifying active compounds. Lastly, transcriptomics 
will be used to investigate whether certain microorganisms can act as elicitors, inducing key BGCs 
in others.

1Technical University of Denmark, Department of Biotechnology and Biomedicine, Kongens Lyngby, Denmark

Dóra Smahajcsik1, Shengda Zhang1, Lone Gram1

[P8] BIOENGINEERING AND PHENOTYPIC PROFILING OF BENEFICIAL AQUACULTURE 
MICROBIOMES
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Toxin-antitoxin (TA) pairs are two-gene regulatory systems that consist of a toxin that is neutralised 
by an antitoxin. The biological functions of TAs have typically been hard to pin down, but one role 
has recently stepped into the limelight: defence against bacteriophages through abortive infection 
(Abi) (1,2). Some TAs are encoded in the same unit with a SecB-like chaperone, thus acting as 
tripartite toxin-antitoxin-chaperone (TAC) system (3). We have discovered that two new types 
of TACs that use ADP-ribosyltransferase and HigB RNase toxic effectors act via translational shut 
down, and defend against phage infection via Abi. Using the BASEL coliphage collection (4) we have 
uncovered the spectrum of antiviral defence provided by the two TAC systems, and dissected the 
mechanism of toxicity and its induction though genetics and biochemistry. Collectively our results 
establish TACs as widespread bacterial phage immunity systems.

References
1. Guegler and Laub (2021) 81(11):2361-2373.e9
2. Zhang et al. Direct activation of an innate immune system in bacteria by a viral capsid protein. 
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4. Maffei et al. (2021) PLoS Biology 19(11): e3001424.
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[P9] TRANSLATION INHIBITION MEDIATED BY NOVEL TOXIN–ANTITOXIN–CHAPERONE (TAC) 
SYSTEMS CONFERS PHAGE IMMUNITY THROUGH ABORTIVE INFECTION
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Methane is the second most abundant greenhouse gas, with a global warming potential 27-30 
times higher than carbon dioxide on a 100-year timescale and is estimated to contribute 40% 
to global warming within the next 20 years. The concentration of methane in the atmosphere 
is increasing, owing to anthropogenic activities including agriculture, extraction of fossil fuels, 
landfills, and wastewater treatment. On this basis, the concentration of atmospheric methane 
has doubled within the last 100 years, from 990 to 1900 ppb. The aim of this study is to better 
understand the diversity, biogeography, and novelty of the microorganisms responsible for 
mitigating methane emissions, known as methanotrophs, in Denmark

The Microflora Danica projects seeks to populate the microbial tree of life, by sampling and 
sequencing 10.000 soil samples in Denmark. To identify patterns within this dataset, HMM models 
for the methane monooxygenase genes will be applied. Based on these results, subsequent 
long read Nanopore sequencing might be conducted on a subset of samples with interesting 
characteristics. If novel methanotrophs are discovered, Metagenome-Assembled Genomes (MAGs) 
will be produced, in an effort to make predictive metabolic models of novel methanotrophs.

1 Aalborg University, Centre for Microbial Communities, Department of Chemistry and Bioscience, Aalborg, 
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[P10] SEARCHING FOR METHANOTROPHS IN DANISH SOIL SAMPLES
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Bacillus subtilis is known to favor biofilm formation at the liquid-air interface, also known as 
a pellicle biofilm. Location at the interface between liquid medium and air provides adequate 
access to both nutrients and oxygen for aerobic respiration and is a collaborated effort requiring 
production of both a fiber protein and exopolysaccharides, and often involving motility for 
spatial mixing and fast seeding of the biofilm. While pellicle formation in B. subtilis is relatively 
well studied, there are still many unknown factors related to biofilm formation and regulation of 
accessory functions such as secondary metabolite (SM) production that is often associated with the 
biofilm life stages.

Here, we study a natural soil isolate, B. subtilis MB9_B4, which features delayed pellicle formation 
and production of a deep-dark pigment under biofilm-inducing conditions. Through pellicle 
formation assays, time-lapse microscopy, mutational analysis, and promoter fusions, we examine 
possible factors in the regulation of biofilm formation and pigmentation and further analyze the 
molecular structure and function of the secondary metabolite.

This project was supported by Danish National Research Foundation (DNRF137) for the Center for 
Microbial Secondary Metabolites. 
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[P11] REGULATORY BACKGROUND OF BACILLUS SUBTILIS BIOFILM FORMATION AND 
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Refractile bodies (“R-bodies”) are intracellular protein ribbons that are produced as coils and 
extend into long rods when exposed to acidic pH. They have primarily been studied in parasitic 
and symbiotic bacteria, where they have been shown to be toxic to host organisms. Genomic 
analyses have revealed that a subset of pseudomonads contain genes with the potential to confer 
production of R-bodies (i.e., a “reb cluster”). Among isolates of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the 
presence of the reb cluster shows a correlation with virulence; e.g. P. aeruginosa PA14 contains 
a reb cluster, while the less virulent strain PAO1 does not. We hypothesized that PA14 produces 
R-bodies and that these structures contribute to virulence. Using scanning electron microscopy 
and mass spectrometry, we observed R-bodies in SDS-insoluble preparations from PA14 and 
identified R-body-associated proteins. Using reporter strains, we found that R-body structural 
genes are expressed stochastically during independent growth and during host association. Super-
resolution microscopy revealed the formation of intracellular coiled structures and also confirmed 
the co-localization of a novel R-body-associated protein, encoded by another gene in the reb 
cluster, to the R-body structure. Genes in the reb cluster also code for regulators--one of which 
is the enigmatic sigma factor FecI2, which is present in PA14 but not PAO1--that are required for 
expression of the structural genes. R-body production contributed to colonization of Arabidopsis 
thaliana seedlings and to virulence in a Caenorhabditis elegans slow-kill assay. Feeding with various 
PA14 knock-out mutants indicated that products of the reb cluster harm the nematode host via a 
mechanism involving ribosome cleavage and translational inhibition. These observations identify 
R-bodies as P. aeruginosa virulence factors and provide insight into the consequences of reb cluster 
gene expression during infection.
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[P12] PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA PA14 PRODUCES R-BODIES, EXTENDABLE PROTEIN 
POLYMERS WITH ROLES IN HOST COLONIZATION AND VIRULENCE
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Marine invertebrates have long been a source of bioactive compounds; however, it has been 
demonstrated that such secondary metabolites are often produced by associated bacteria. 
Thus, there is a great interest in understanding the role of bacterial secondary metabolites and 
their producers, in their association with marine invertebrates. This requires that we decipher 
the microbial communities of such invertebrates, and the purpose of the present study was to 
describe the microbiome associated with a marine bryozoan specimen collected at a Danish coastal 
location. In previous studies, potent secondary metabolite producers have been isolated from 
these bryozoans. Based on morphology and 18S rRNA amplicon sequencing bryozoan specimen 
was identified as the calcified Conopeum seurati (order: Cheilostomatida). Amplicon sequencing 
of the 16S rRNA gene revealed that members of the Myxococcota and Spirochaetes phyla 
were uniquely associated with C. seurati, with an unclassified spirochaete ASV being the most 
predominant member. Secondly, we found that Phaeobacter sp. was among the most abundant 
bacterial members of C. seurati, and present in higher relative abundance than in the surrounding 
environments. Using a qPCR assays, we detected tropodithietic acid (TDA) genes originating from 
Phaeobacter sp., in the C. seurati microbiome corresponding to 6.3x104 cells per gram of C. seurati, 
which was >5x higher that in the surrounding environments relative to total bacteria. However, we 
could not chemically detect TDA using LC-MS. Lastly, we initiated the profiling of the metabolomic 
landscape of C. seurati, where fungal metabolites and various pigments were among the annotated 
metabolic features. These results highlight that C. seurati represent a natural habitat of bacteria 
having the potential to produce TDA, and therefore holds great potential to be used in the future 
to help understand the ecological importance of TDA and the bacteria that produce them.

1 Dtu, Center for Microbial Secondary Metabolites, Department of Biotechnology and Biomedicine, Kgs. Lyngby, 
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Intensive agricultural systems have paved the way for a growing human population, but chemical 
fertilizers and pesticides may negatively affect nutrient cycles and biodiversity, respectively. One 
sustainable alternative is to harness symbiotic relationships between plants and plant growth-
promoting rhizobacteria to increase nutrient uptake and provide pathogen resistance. Novel plant 
growth-promoting rhizobacteria can be identified using 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing. 
However, precise taxonomic classifications require a reference database with high-identity 
references and a comprehensive taxonomy for all sequences, including non-cultured taxa. These 
requirements are not satisfied in commonly used reference databases, highlighting the need for 
improved solutions like ecosystem-specific databases. We sequenced around 1,000,000 full-length 
16S rRNA genes from Askov and Cologne soils from both bacteria and archaea and used unique 
molecular identifiers to resolve near perfect biological sequences free of chimeras. Comprehensive 
taxonomy was given using AutoTax, adopting taxonomies from the SILVA database for known 
microbes and de novo taxonomies for unclassified taxa, resulting in a seven-rank taxonomy for all 
reference sequences in our ecosystem-specific database, termed AsCoM. This de novo taxonomy 
enables us to identify new and ecological important plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria at 
genus- or species-level.
We here demonstrate how the use of AsCoM increases the classification rate of V5-V7 amplicons 
from Askov soil at genus- and species-level. We further evaluate the bias and taxonomic resolution 
of amplicon primers, such as V5-V7, and uncover the host selection of specific taxa for two legumes 
and two cereal species.
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Viscosin is a cyclic lipopeptide with biosurfactant properties produced by P. fluorescens SBW25. 
The expression of viscosin biosynthetic genes is regulated by the LuxR-type proteins ViscAR 
and ViscBCR. However, whether signal molecules are required to induce viscosin expression 
was known. This study explored AHLs and plant phenolics as triggering molecules of viscosin 
expression. 

Our results demonstrated that viscosin expression is upregulated in the presence of the exogenous 
quorum sensing molecule 3OC12-HSL. Moreover, a putative homolog of the LasR transcriptional 
regulator from P. aeruginosa was uncovered in SBW25. 

The presented results indicate that SBW25 harbors a LasR solo homolog able to induce viscosin up-
regulation in the presence of exogenous 3CO12-HSL.
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Anaerobic digestion (AD) at wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) is carried out by groups of 
microorganisms, active in complex metabolic networks. Recent studies of community structure 
have shown that there are two large fractions, growing(G) and non-growing (NG), the latter being 
up >40% of bacteria, all immigrating from influent and surplus activated sludge. Therefore, it is 
important to focus on G fraction to better understand ecology and ecophysiology of process-critical 
species.
The aim was to describe community composition and stability in mesophilic and thermophilic AD, 
and to investigate fate of specific G species during a change from meso- to thermophilic conditions, 
using MiDAS database.
AD samples were obtained every 2 weeks at Danish WWTPs from 2015-19. Bacteria and archaea 
were identified by 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing. MiDAS 3 taxonomy was used with species-
level resolution.
Microbial communities at species-level showed clear differences between AD reactor types. NG 
taxa, such as Microthrix and Tetrasphaera, were only present because they were continuously 
added by food streams. Between G species, almost only uncharacterized genera and species were 
among most abundant in both mesophilic and thermophilic ADs. For all reactors, a high level of 
community stability was observed, with only minor changes over the 5 years period. However, this 
was not the case with NG fraction, which showed large fluctuations. A detailed study of an AD at 
Aalborg East WWTP, which was perturbated from mesophilic to thermophilic conditions, showed 
clear changes in community. This concludes importance of focus on G bacteria fraction when 
investigating ADs, and importance of temperature changes on top abundant bacteria.
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Millions of tonnes of activated sludge are produced worldwide by wastewater treatment plants 
(WWTP), but most of it is incinerated or used as fertiliser on fields. This is a waste of valuable re- 
sources, as the sludge contains substances which can be used for a variety of purposes, including 
building materials and biopolymers. As the world moves away from oil-based polymers such as 
plastics, these substances could become an important part of the circular economy. The aim of this 
study is to develop bioinformatic tools capable of discovering biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) which 
code for the extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) in activated sludge.

A metagenomic dataset containing high quality metagenome assembled genomes (HQ-MAGs) from 
the Aalborg West WWTP will be mined for BGCs of known EPS, using an automated pipeline based 
on PSI-BLAST and InterProScan. The MAGs containing EPS BGCs will be analysed using various 
metabolic annotators such as KEGG, in order to characterise their EPS secretion pathways. In addi- tion, 
a metatranscriptomic dataset based on perturbation studies of activated sludge from the same WWTP 
will be analysed. Differential expression of the identified EPS BGCs will be determined and coupled 
with the results from the metagenomic analysis.

The result of this project will lay a foundation for the characterisation of these EPS biopolymers and their 
properties. This will in turn enable future research into efficient methods for extracting and upgrading 
them from activated sludge.
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Microbial pdu and cbi-cob-hem clusters encode for enzymes mediating the transformation of 
dietary nutrients glycerol and 1,2-propanediol, and for cobalamin synthesis, a co-factor of the 
key enzyme glycerol/diol dehydratase (PDU) and a shared good of microbial communities. It 
was the aim to investigate pdu/cbi-cob-hem in captive animals that differed in diet (herbivory or 
carnivory/omnivory) and gut physiology (foregut, hindgut) as a microbial function that links diet 
to microbial ecology interplay. Fecal samples of captive animals (n=106) provided from Givskud 
and Copenhagen Zoo were analyzed using metagenomic sequencing, qPCR targeting pduC and 
anaerobic in-vitro fermentation. 
Based on the analysis of metagenomic sequences from 25 animals, differences in microbial 
communities owing to gut physiology accounted for more variance (R2 = 17.0%) than diet (R2 = 
8.6%), with higher alpha diversity for foregut-fermenters or herbivores than for hindgut-fermenters 
or carnivores/omnivores, respectively. We reconstructed 4211 metagenome assembled genomes 
(MAGs)), of which 2215 MAGs represent novel species and recovered pduC from 58 MAGs. 
Fecal microbiota of all animals harbored pdu/cbi-cob-hem. Beta-diversity of pdu/cbi-cob-hem 
grouped by gut physiology accounted for more variance (R2 = 15.3%) than diet (R2 = 5.1%). The 
fecal microbiota of carnivores/omnivores had higher alpha diversity of pdu/cbi-cob-hem compared 
to herbivores, while qPCR indicated a higher occurrence of pduC in hindgut compared to foregut 
fermenting animals. During anaerobic fermentation (n=12 animals), the addition of 1,2-propanediol 
increased the proportion of propionate, while from glycerol mainly 1,3-propanediol was formed.
Our investigations suggest that diet and gut physiology contribute to shape specific functional 
profiles in the fecal microbiota of captive animals. Higher diversity and occurrence of pdu/cbi-
cob-hem suggested a functional role of PDU activity and cobalamin for microbial communities of 
hindgut fermenting omnivores/carnivores.
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Bacterial antibiotic resistance including the dreaded β-lactamases is sweeping the world. 
β-lactamases provide bacteria resistance towards β-lactam antibiotics, which is the most important 
therapy in the fight against pathogenic bacteria. β-lactamases, not only benefit the bacteria 
that produce these enzymes but can also rescue neighboring susceptible bacteria from β-lactam 
antibiotics. However, knowledge about this cooperative type of resistance is limited and factors 
that affect their horizontal spread are underexplored. Here, we analyzed β-lactamase genes from E. 
coli genomes, retrieved from NCBI, and experimentally characterized the β-lactamases. We found 
that the β-lactamase genes generally are encoded in plasmids, and that β-lactamase expression 
and their extracellular activity is higher when encoded on plasmids compared to chromosomes, 
resulting in elevated rescue of sensitive non-producers. This facilitated efficient plasmid transfer to 
the rescued non-producers and expanded the potential plasmid recipient pool and the probability 
of plasmid transfer to new genotypes. Social conversion of non-producers by conjugation was 
efficient yet not absolute. Our results suggest that cooperative antibiotic resistance contributes to 
the fitness of horizontally transferred replicons, such as conjugative plasmids.
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A current, rapid increase in antibiotic resistance has made it evident that alternative methods 
are required to efficiently combat infections with bacterial pathogens.  Consequently, much 
research aims to discover novel anti-virulence compounds, that target bacterial virulence, 
rather than bacterial growth, as is seen for conventional antibiotics. Intriguingly, some free fatty 
acids (FFAs) display potent anti-virulent properties against the foodborne human pathogen, 
Listeria monocytogenes, the causative agent of listeriosis. To establish an infection in the host, L. 
monocytogenes depends on well-defined virulence factors, which are under positive control of 
the master virulence regulator, PrfA. Thus, PrfA activity is required for transcription of virulence 
genes essential for the onset of listeriosis, and as such, PrfA is an obvious target for anti-virulence 
compounds. Previous studies have shown that certain FFAs interfere with PrfA-dependent 
transcription of virulence genes in laboratory strains of L. monocytogenes. The aim of this project 
was to determine if selected FFAs exert an anti-virulent activity against five different clinical 
isolates of L. monocytogenes, derived from national outbreaks of listeriosis. To examine this, in-
vitro invasion assays were conducted using the human intestinal epithelial cell line Caco-2, which 
mimics the initial site of L. monocytogenes infection. Intriguingly, FFAs with known PrfA-inhibitory 
activity reduced the ability of all five outbreak strains to invade epithelial cells. Collectively, these 
results support that FFAs represent a potent group of anti-virulent compounds acting to disarm 
human pathogens of essential virulence factors. 
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Purpose: Toxin-antitoxin systems (TAs) are two component elements in plasmids and chromosomes 
of bacteria, archaea, and found in genomes of temperate bacteriophages1. Antitoxins are divided 
into four or more subtypes based of their neutralizing mechanism. Here, we are focused on type II 
TAs where both components are proteins, and the antitoxin inhibits the toxic effect of the toxin by 
forming a direct complex with it2. Proteins expressed in these systems are like regulatory switches, 
where the toxin is limiting the growth of the bacteria or killing it and antitoxin is neutralizing the 
toxic effect. Currently the published data of characterized TAs is limited, and therefore we applied a 
genome-wide searches to get better insights into TAs. Our recent search of novel TAs was directing 
our attention to one antitoxin domain annotated in Pfam database as DUF4065 standing for a 
domain of unknown function. In 2022, it was described as an hyperpromiscuous domain of an 
antitoxin and named Panacea3. The role of Panacea domain is still unknown.

Methods: The TA complexes of interest were subjected to AlphaFold-multimer4. Based on the 
predicted protein complexes, single-point mutations and truncations were introduced to antitoxins 
to break the interface. All mutated antitoxins were subjected to toxin neutralization assay and 
complex formation was tested with a pulldown assay.

Results: AlphaFold predictions were validated by mutational analysis aiming to break the interface 
between the toxin and antitoxin. In some cases, we observed a single-point mutation on the 
antitoxin, which can break the interface and toxin cannot be neutralized. Truncations were inserted 
to separate Panacea from other domains, showing that additional domains can be actual antitoxin. 
Without extra modules, Panacea is a true antitoxin. 

Conclusions: Our findings are pointing out that when Panacea is fused with other protein domains, 
it is not acting as an antitoxin, keeping its function unknown.

1  Harms et al., “Toxins, Targets, and Triggers.”
2  Harms et al.; Fraikin, Goormaghtigh, and Van Melderen, “Type II Toxin-Antitoxin Systems.”
3   Kurata et al., “A Hyperpromiscuous Antitoxin Protein Domain for the Neutralization of Diverse Toxin 

Domains.”
4  Evans et al., “Protein Complex Prediction with AlphaFold-Multimer.”
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Phosphate is a vital, but limited resource, so recycling is crucial to support the increasing demand. 
The enhanced biological phosphorus removal process in wastewater treatment plants can ensure 
recycling of phosphate from the wastewater by the use of polyphosphate-accumulating organisms, 
such as certain Candidatus Accumulibacter, Tetrasphaera, and Dechloromonas species. They all 
store phosphate intracellularly as polyphosphate, depending on alternating anaerobic and aerobic 
conditions, although with diverse metabolisms. Recent mass-balance studies of full-scale enhanced 
biological phosphorus removal plants indicate the presence of several unknown polyphosphate-
accumulating organisms. In order to get a comprehensive overview of all abundant polyphosphate-
accumulating organisms for surveillance and optimization of phosphorus removal, it is important to 
identify these and elucidate their physiology.  
The aim was to investigate whether members of Rhodoferax, Tessaracoccus, and Sulfuritalea, could 
be polyphosphate-accumulating organisms. We used 16S rRNA gene sequencing to describe their 
global abundance, metagenomics to retrieve high-quality metagenome-assembled genomes for 
annotation of metabolic pathways, and quantitative FISH-Raman analysis of polyphosphate and 
other intracellular storage polymers to verify the hypotheses. 
Rhodoferax and Sulfuritalea were observed in both Danish and global plants with up to 5.8% and 
2.8% of total biomass, respectively, while Tessaracoccus was less abundant. FISH-Raman analysis 
of Tessaracoccus and Rhodoferax showed signs of polyphosphate storage. These results were 
supported by the retrieved metagenome-assembled genomes, which showed genes typical for the 
phosphate-accumulation and cycling in polyphosphate-accumulating organisms.
Mapping the ecophysiology of these three genera can contribute to the search of finding the last 
important polyphosphate-accumulating organisms for phosphorus removal in wastewater.
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There are microbes everywhere and they play an important role in almost every aspect of 
life. To gain a deeper understanding of these organisms, it is necessary to identify epigenetic 
modifications, as understanding the epigenome enables both functional analysis and manipulation. 
Modification diversity and sequence context also differentiate microbes and provide an additional 
dimension of resolution to metagenomic analyses.

Nanopore sequencing is a readily available sequencing platform that has the potential to detect 
DNA modifications. The majority of current tools rely on pretrained models to predict the presence 
of modified motifs, limiting the detection of DNA modifications to already known types. In order to 
uncover novel modifications and use them in metagenomic studies, it is necessary to develop new 
methods for identifying the full spectrum of modifications and motifs. 

Here we explore de novo identification of modification motifs using a comparison-based approach. 
This approach allows identification of modified motifs without any prior knowledge.
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Secondary metabolites play a significant role in shaping microbial communities and confer 
important physiological and ecological functions for the producing organism. Secondary 
metabolites are famous for their antimicrobial activities and a common assumption is that they 
also in natural environments provide the producer with a competitive advantage. Marine bacteria 
from the Phaeobacter and Pseudoalteromonas genera have been isolated from Danish coastal 
areas and both contain species that produce potent secondary metabolites with antimicrobial 
effects. Several Phaeobacter species can produce the antibiotic tropone, tropodithietic acid 
(TDA), which has a broad antibacterial activity, and several Pseudoalteromonas species produce 
bromoalterochromides (BACs) with antimicrobial effect. Despite their antibiotic activity, 
Phaeobacter and Pseudoalteromonas species co-exists in the same environmental niche. 

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the interaction in co-cultures of these two 
antibiotic-producing species. Biosynthetic gene clusters were detected by antiSMASH in both P. 
piscicida and Phaeobacter sp. and we hypothesized that respectively, BACs and TDA were the 
most influential antibacterial compounds in the interspecies interaction. We established a co-
cultivation setup of the two bacteria and using LC-HR-MS/MS we detected significant changes 
in the global metabolome due to interactions between the two species during co-cultivation. 
Pseudoalteromonas features dominated in terms of abundance and production of metabolites 
whereas TDA could not be detected in the liquid co-culture system. 

Based on mass spectrometry imaging of interacting cultures, we hypothesized that BACs were 
important for the interactions and caused a decrease in TDA production. We therefore, examined 
the metabolome of  Phaeobacter grown with sub-inhibitor concentrations of BACs. This caused a 
significant change in the global metabolome but did not affect TDA production. 

In conclusion, we have established model systems allowing co-existence of two antibiotic 
producing bacteria and demonstrated that when co-existing, their metabolome is changed 
as compared to pure culture growth. Also, the secondary metabolites of one culture is likely 
responsible for the metabolome change of the other.
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Phaeobacter species are common members of marine microbial communities such as marine 
bacterial biofilms and some algal systems. Several Phaeobacter spp. produce the antimicrobial 
compound tropodithietic acid (TDA), and due to its antagonism to fish pathogens, Phaeobacter 
spp. have potential as fish probionts. However, chemical detection of TDA production in such 
natural systems is still challenging due to the low abundance of the producing strains and, hence, 
low concentrations of TDA. This project aimed to monitor the in situ TDA production in different 
environmental scenarios by employing robust fluorescent transcriptional reporter strains of 
Phaeobacter spp. into assays that systematically visualize and quantify the core gene expression 
in TDA biosynthesis. The transcriptional reporters were generated by fusing the GFPmut3 gene 
to the promoter regions of the core enzyme gene tdaC. The fused segments were cloned and 
transferred into Phaeobacter spp. to construct fluorescent transcriptional reporter strains, which 
were then used in the microplate-reader-based screening assay. Systematic screening of growth 
media, varying nutrient compositions, iron sources/concentration, pH, and different algal systems 
is underway to identify different environmental parameters influencing the transcription of the 
TDA biosynthesis gene. Single-cell fluorescence intensity under different culture conditions will also 
be documented, measured, and compared to monitor the TDA. This project explores a method to 
let us ‘watch’ the production of TDA in both high-throughput and single-cell manners. The results 
from this project will give a more comprehensive understanding of TDA production in probiotic 
Phaeobacter spp., which is of both fundamental and applied importance.
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Microbial secondary metabolites, such as antibiotics, have been explored for decades and their 
antimicrobial properties against pathogens intensively studied. However, we know little about their 
ecological role in nature where they are often produced at much lower concentrations than those 
used to provide antibiotic activity. It has been proposed that these molecules can act as quorum 
sensing molecules and/or gene regulators under natural conditions. 

To investigate the ecological role of secondary metabolites in complex bacterial communities, 
simplified synthetic communities (SynCom) are being developed. Quantification of the individual 
community members often rely on morphologically differences or based on molecular techniques 
such as amplicon sequencing, however, the latter, often lack in the ability to capture total bacterial 
abundance. Bacteria can also be specifically quantified by qPCR and we developed such a method 
to quantify members of a marine bacterial SynCom derived from the marine algae, Tetraselmis 
suecica. 

The purpose of this study is to develop and quantify the members of a marine bacterial SynCom 
and to determine, by use of qPCR quantification, how the marine bacterium Phaeobacter piscinia 
S26 producing the bioactive compound tropodithietic acid (TDA) affects the taxonomic composition 
of a SynCom. 
 
We will analyse how the SynCom changes in composition when grown together with a wildtype 
Phaeobacter as compared to when grown with a TDA-deficient mutant. Additionally, we will 
determine using untargeted LC-MS/MS how the presence or absence of a TDA -producing 
bacterium affects the global metabolome of the SynCom.
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CRISPR-Cas is an adaptive immune system of bacteria and archaea that protects against foreign 
genetic material. CRISPR arrays store the memory of previous infections as short nucleotide 
sequences called spacers. These are transcribed and processed into mature CRISPR-RNAs that 
guide the Cas-mediated cleavage of intruding foreign genetic elements, including plasmids. 
Despite intensive research on CRISPR-Cas function, our knowledge of the factors controlling 
CRISPR-Cas activity is still limited. The human pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa employs the 
cell-cell signaling system, called quorum sensing, to activate the expression of CRISPR-Cas at high 
cell density. Additionally, lower temperatures, which slow the growth rate, increases CRISPR-Cas 
activity in P. aeruginosa. In Escherichia coli, the conserved global regulator H-NS represses CRISPR-
cas. While P. aeruginosa encodes two partially functionally redundant h-ns homologs, called mvaT 
and mvaU, that coordinately act as global repressors, their role in CRISPR-cas regulation in this 
bacterium has not been explored. 

In this study, we show that compared to the parental P. aeruginosa strain, a mutant deficient in 
both MvaT and MvaU had an order of magnitude higher CRISPR-Cas activity, measured by the 
efficiency of transformation when encountered with a CRISPR-recognized plasmid normalized to 
that of a control plasmid. Similarly, cultivation of plasmid-harboring cells revealed that the ∆mvaT 
∆mvaU mutant strain had an order of magnitude higher loss of the CRISPR-targeted plasmid 
compared to the parental strain, suggesting that MvaT and MvaU inhibit CRISPR-Cas activity. 
However, our preliminary data show no significant difference in cas3 mRNA or Csy4 Cas protein 
abundance between the ∆mvaT ∆mvaU mutant and the parental strain. Importantly, the ∆mvaT 
∆mvaU mutant had a significantly slower growth rate compared to the parental strain. Thus, 
while our data show increased CRISPR-Cas activity in the absence of both MvaT and MvaU; this 
could be a direct consequence of the decreased growth rate in the double ∆mvaT ∆mvaU mutant, 
as a slower growth rate has previously been demonstrated to enhance CRISPR-Cas activity in P. 
aeruginosa.
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Microorganisms co-exist in complex, spatially structured multispecies biofilm communities. 
However, the bacterial interactions in multispecies biofilms formed on plant roots and their 
impacts on plant growth have not been extensively explored yet. Micro-scale spatial organization 
is key to understanding the behavior of the microbial community on plant hosts. Here, we 
established a four-species multispecies biofilm model (Stenotrophomonas rhizophila, Paenibacillus 
amylolyticus, Microbacterium oxydans and Xanthomonas retroflexus, termed as SPMX) on 
Arabidopsis roots to study the impact of multispecies biofilm on plant growth and its spatial 
organization during their co-cultivation. We found that SPMX biofilm significantly promoted root 
development and plant biomass. Next, we compared root colonization patterns between SPMX 
co-cultures and monocultures and found that SPMX was able to increase root colonization and 
form multispecies biofilms with structures different from those of monocultures, revealing the 
emergent properties of bacterial multispecies consortium. Furthermore, we investigated the spatial 
organization and abundance composition of each species in the four-species biofilm formed on 
the root. This was examined with fluorescence in situ hybridization together with confocal laser 
scanning microscopy (FISH-CLSM) and 16S rRNA gene sequencing analysis. Our study highlights 
emergent properties of the bacterial community promoting plant growth and gains understanding 
on the spatial organization of SPMX multispecies biofilms formed on the plant roots.
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[P28] EMERGENT BACTERIAL COMMUNITY PROPERTIES PROMOTE PLANT GROWTH AND 
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Antibiotic resistance occurs naturally, however, the misuse of a broad range of antibiotics is 
accelerating the process triggering a serious threat to human health. As antibiotic resistance is 
predicted to rapidly exceed 10 million deaths by 2050 and the market supply for novel antibiotics is 
running dry, we are in dire need of novel antimicrobial alternatives. 
The capacity of natural microbiomes to produce diverse secondary metabolites with therapeutic 
properties is an attractive solution to overcome this challenge. Especially, Acidobacteria, one of 
the most abundant phyla across soil ecosystems, possesses a large repertoire of biosynthetic 
gene clusters (BGCs) potentially encoding bioactive secondary metabolites, such as polyketides 
and non-ribosomal peptides. Since most clades of Acidobacteria are currently recalcitrant to 
cultivation, we aim to overcome this limitation by coupling fluorescence in situ hybridization within 
living bacteria (live-FISH) with high-throughput fluorescence activated droplet sorting (FADS) and 
cultivation to selectively isolate and enrich unculturable and biosynthetically talented strains from 
soil microbiomes. 
A first step was to develop a live-FISH approach to fluorescently label living Acidobacteria using 
Acidobacterium capsulatum, a rare culturable representative of Acidobacteria subdivision I. Our 
results indicated the possibility to detect members of Acidobacteria subdivision I and uncultured 
members in soil samples using existing and newly developed ribosomal probes (Acido228 and 
Angelo228) in a FISH procedure. Conventional FISH involved a fixation step, which leads to cells 
death. In an adapted protocol, omitting fixation, we were able to successfully label A. capsulatum, 
however, limited viability was still observed, likely due to factors such as incubation temperatures, 
buffer composition and/or centrifugation speed. 
Overall, Acidobacteria subdivision I and some uncultured members can be detected in complex soil 
samples using the probes presented here. Yet, Live-FISH further development is needed in order to 
insure survival of the cells for downstream cultivation. 
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In the period of 1761 to 1883, a comprehensive atlas of botany named Flora Danica was published 
containing all wild plants native to Denmark. We feel the time is right to expand this atlas by 
addition of the Microflora Danica – a reference database of the microbes across Denmark. By 
sampling soil, sediment, and water across both natural and cultured habitats, and by applying 
novel DNA-based sequencing technologies, we wish to generate an almost complete reference 
database of the microbiome of Denmark.

The overall aim of Microflora Danica is to establish a common reference database for identification 
of microbes based on their full-length 16S rRNA gene (Bacteria and Archaea) and 18S rRNA gene 
(Microeukaryotes), to provide a foundation to link the identified microbes to their distributions 
across different habitats and to their functions. We have done that already with MiDAS 4, a global 
reference database for wastewater treatment and bioenergy systems (Nierychlo et al., 2020, 
Dueholm et al., 2022).

The goal is 10,000 samples across all natural and cultured habitats across Denmark, a project 
funded by Grundfos/Poul Due Jensen Foundation in Denmark. We have all 10,000 samples in 
house and most of them are now sequenced on a NovaSeq 6000 platform and a Nanopore MinIon 
platform to provide three sets of data:  1) metagenomes for all samples, 2) full-length 16/18S rRNA 
gene sequences of pooled samples, and 3) metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs) in selected 
samples for further metabolic reconstruction together with visualization by FISH and fluorescence 
microscopy.

The interconnected water ways have been one of the focus points. We have extensive sampling 
from ground water, drinking water, streams, ponds and lakes, besides water works, wastewater 
treatment plants, sewers, and rainwater basins in city areas and recreative places. This allows 
for detailed identification of microbes in the different habitats and a new understanding of the 
microbial transportation across the compartments. More specifically we have had a great focus on 
natural sources of WWTP microorganisms and the general Danish WWTP microbiome including its 
core organisms and how it differs across regions and plant design.
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Figure 1.1 Microfl ora Danica: the microorganisms in 10,000 samples across Denmark with water 
related habitats highlighted.
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Culture-independent methods such as genome-resolved metagenomics are increasingly being 
used in microbiological studies. In this approach, metagenomic DNA is assembled and grouped 
(binned) to create metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs), which represent the genomes from 
microbes within the sample. How does one know whether they have sequenced deeply enough 
to capture most of the microbial diversity? Current methods for evaluating the success of this 
approach assume that most of the DNA in a sample is of microbial origin. However, we know that 
metagenomic samples can contain complex mixtures of DNA comprising host, microbial, and 
dietary components. A common approach for removing non-microbial DNA from metagenomes 
is negative filtering — i.e. the mapping and exclusion of DNA reads that align to non-microbial 
genomes expected to be in a sample. However, this approach requires prior information about 
what is expected in a sample in addition to high-quality reference genomes, which are currently 
lacking for the majority of animal, plant, fungal, and microbial eukaryote diversity. To address this 
gap, we have developed and tested an approach that uses the highly scalable tool, SingleM, to 
estimate the bacterial and archaeal fraction of metagenomic samples without prior knowledge or 
reference genomes. This method will allow researchers to evaluate how well they are capturing 
the bacterial and archaeal diversity of their samples, which will be crucial as genome-resolved 
metagenomics is applied to increasingly novel sample types and hosts.
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Aeromonas is a genus of Enterobacteriales widely distributed in aquatic environments, with 
members listed as opportunistic pathogens. In humans, they can cause gastrointestinal disease, but 
can also induce meningitis and endocarditis, and even sepsis if not properly treated. Aeromonads 
are universally resistant to penicillins, and some strains carry multiple antibiotic resistances. 

Aeromonas have been detected in nearly all examined sewage samples at abundances as high as 
106 – 108 CFU/mL. Wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) can substantially remove Aeromonads to 
below routine detection limits through biological treatment and disinfection processes, but do not 
totally eliminate them. Those not removed may regrow after treatment. This suggests a potential 
risk of antibiotic resistance transmission and subsequent human infection by antibiotic-resistant 
Aeromonads through environmental exposure.

In this study, Aeromonads are enumerated from both raw sewage and effluents of several WWTPs 
in Denmark, as well as from upstream and downstream locations of the receiving water bodies. 
Two different selective media are tested for isolation. The taxonomic diversity are determined 
by full-length Sanger Sequencing of 16S rRNA gene and antibiotic resistance phenotypes are 
measured through susceptibility testing. In addition, diversity is assessed through 16S rRNA gene 
amplicon sequencing of the full bacterial community to infer cultivation bias. Preliminary analysis 
at one of the sites (Hillerød, DK) reveals that the diversity of the retrieved Aeromonas covers 13 
species with A. media dominant in all samples. A. veronii and A. rivipollensis are abundant in raw 
and treated wastewaters and in recipient water bodies, respectively. A. dhakensis and A. fluvialis 
are only detected in raw wastewater.

From our results, we aim to infer the contribution of WWTP discharges to the dissemination of 
antibiotic-resistant Aeromonas into surface waters and their usefulness as indicator organisms for 
environmental antibiotic resistance.
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Plant growth rely on nitrogen, such as ammonium and nitrate. Nitrification inhibitors (NIs) are 
used to alleviate the leaching of nitrate, improve soil fertility and crop yield. Many NIs act by 
inhibiting the microbial transformation of NH3 and NH4

+ to the potent greenhouse gas N2O. 
Before widespread use of NIs in agriculture, the non-target effects had to be considered. In this 
study we systematically investigated the effects of four active ingredients of three marketed 
NIs:1H-1,2,4 triazole and 3-methylpyrazole (Piadin), 3,4-dimetyl pyrazole phosphate (DMPP), 
2-chlor-6-trichlormetyl pyridine (Nitrapyrin) on substrate-induced respiration (SIR) of soil microbial 
communities in laboratory experiments. Using the MicroResp© assay with six different carbon 
substrates, CO2 emission represented the microbial activity after exposure to five concentrations 
(0%, 0.2%, 1%, 5%, and 10% of recommended dosage) of the four active ingredients after 0, 7, 
14 and 28 days in an agricultural sandy loam soil incubated at room temperature. The active 
ingredients did not significantly affect SIR, but random effects of incubation time and concentration 
were observed. According to the results of least squares regression (OLS), the optimal model 
showed that the effect size of the active ingredients on SIR should include interaction among the 
variables. In conclusion, the active ingredients of the NIs had limited effects on SIR of non-target 
soil microbes. 
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Despite having an oxygen-dependent metabolism, ammonia-oxidizing archaea (AOA) have been 
found in oxygen-depleted environments. Moreover, a recent study showed O2 production by 
Nitrosopumilus maritimus SCM1 (an AOA). The aim of this work was to study the ammonia-
oxidizing archaea (AOA) in the stratified water column of Mariager Fjord, an euxinic basin 
in Denmark. 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing showed that Nitrosopumilus dominated 
the chemocline and, unexpectedly, the euxinic layers depleted in oxygen and with sulfide 
accumulation. Quantitative PCR (qPCR) demonstrated an increase of amoA genes in the sulfidic 
depths adjacent to the chemocline compared to the chemocline and oxygenated depths. Even 
though Nitrosopumilus was detected in the chemocline with maximum nitrite accumulation and 
no detectable sulfide, it reached the maximum abundance in sulfidic waters. Additionally, CARD-
FISH and Bioorthogonal Noncanonical Amino Acid Tagging (BONCAT) showed Nitrosopumilus were 
active by synthesizing new proteins during anoxic incubation experiments. All in all, these findings 
show that AOA are abundant and active in this euxinic environment. The metabolic pathways and 
activity of these AOA will be evaluated by metagenomic and -transcriptomic analyses.  

Key words: ammonia-oxidizing archaea, Nitrosopumilus, 16S rRNA, euxinic, oxygen.
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Traditional microbiology relies heavily on isolation of pure cultures. However, this is only readily 
achievable for a small fraction of bacteria. Many keystone microbes in environmental processes, 
such as comammox bacteria, essential in potable water production via rapid sand filtration, are 
difficult or maybe even impossible to grow as pure culture. Therefore, they are relegated to studies 
in enrichment cultures, which limit our ability to study their ecophysiology. The presented study 
explores the possibility of sorting microbial clusters using Raman spectroscopy in a viscoelastically 
focused stream of microbial clusters within a capillary. This method allows acquisition of some 
taxonomic information on the members of the clusters and/or on their activity via isotope labelling 
based on researcher-defined criteria, microbial clusters can be subsequently captured and sent 
for further analysis or cultivation. This approach aims to enable selection of a microbe of interest 
together with a set of accompanying bacteria, forming a tight collaborome community. Study of 
such collaboromes takes another step beyond traditional pure-culture based microbiology, which 
does not reflect the typical lifestyle of microbes, and enables broader exploration and application 
of microbial assemblies. We are presenting preliminary results, showing a potential for broad 
application.
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Cable bacteria’s long filaments are found in nature stretching from the oxic front in sediments, 
down into anoxic, and increasingly more sulfidic sediment depths. Their gliding motility allow 
them to position themselves optimally, with a small number of cells in oxygen while the bulk 
of the filament is in sulfide. How this optimal positioning is achieved is so far unclear. Here we 
hypothesize this positioning is achieved by using the internal, long-distance electrical signal to 
efficiently position the filament according to the gradients of oxygen and sulfide. Using trench 
slides, time lapse microscopy and laser dissection microscopes, we show preliminary data 
suggesting that the cable filament use the signal to gain information about the environment the 
opposite end of the cable bacteria is experiencing. This information may then be interpreted 
according to a simple set of rules, so the cable filament as a whole can move accordingly. The 
signal may both be functioning as a binary “on-off” switch for position, but maybe be coupled to 
cytochrome redox state, allowing the filament a level of direction to its movement as well.

 
Keywords: Cable Bacteria, Communication, Intercell coordination, Motility, Cytochrome c
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Toxin-antitoxin systems (TAs) are small genetic modules found in bacteria, archaea, and phage 
genomes. They usually consist of two genes, a toxin that inhibits growth and a neutralising 
antitoxin. Recent studies suggest the primary biological function of TAs is in phage defence via 
abortive infection. Some TAs are associated with a chaperone, essential for antitoxin stabilisation 
and toxin neutralization, forming TA-chaperone systems (TACs). TAC chaperones are related to 
the classical SecB chaperone that is involved in Sec-dependent protein export in Gram-negative 
bacteria. However, there is no evidence that TAC SecB homologues are involved in export. TACs 
have been shown to be widespread across bacteria and, recent evidence shows them to be phage 
defence systems. We asked if new TACs can be found across the diversity of bacteria and whether 
more of them could be involved in phage defence. To do this we performed large-scale screening 
of the NCBI RefSeq protein database for SecB homologues and analysed gene neighbourhood 
conservation from clustered representatives to identify potential TACs. We uncovered a high 
diversity in TAC-associated SecBs in contrast to the more conservative classical SecB. Our results 
show a variety of toxin domains can be the toxic components of TACs, with the predominant 
families being RelE/ParE and ADP ribosyl transferases, corresponding to 30% of TAC diversity.  Four 
potential novel TAC systems were found, along with large diversity observed within the antitoxins. 
Overall we find multiple variations of the TAC system theme, which will be followed up with 
biochemical, structural and phage defence analyses.
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Bacteriophages (phages) are viruses able to infect bacteria. They are the most abundant biological 
entities in our planet, and at the same time, perhaps the most understudied and underutilized. 
It is estimated that more than 1031 phages exist in the world; outnumbering bacteria by tenfold. 
Plasmid-specific phages (PSP) are viruses that prey on bacteria carrying conjugative plasmids, 
typically after recognizing their pilus, an appendage encoded by conjugative plasmids. These 
phages have been poorly studied in wastewater (WW) systems, despite of the high abundance and 
diversity of plasmids in these environments and the fact that more than fifty percent of all plasmids 
are conjugative. In fact, in Enterobacteriaceae only, the conjugative plasmids form more than 20 
different incompatibility (Inc) groups. To date, only the distribution and ecology of IncF PSP have 
been described, because some of them are used as a water quality parameter. Our goal was to 
determine the occurrence and density of PSPs in WW, to isolate, sequence and compare their host 
range. We used an avirulent Salmonella enterica strain carrying plasmids belonging to the IncP, 
IncH, IncN or IncF groups as target for isolation. We demonstrate that isolates are PSP (and not 
somatic) because they fail to infect the same strain without plasmids. Our results demonstrated 
that PSP were more abundant in hospital WW than in domestic WW (2.8x103 and 1.7x103 pfu/
mL, respectively), and were 30-200 fold more abundant than somatic phages against Salmonella 
enterica. In hospital WW, 60% of these phages were IncH-specific; while in domestic WW, 57% 
of these phages were IncN-specific. In river water, they were almost absent. Sequence analysis 
revealed that depending on the plasmid used for isolation the PSP, isolates were either DNA phages 
from Tectiviridae or Podoviridae families (IncN and IncP specific), or RNA phages (IncH specific), 
irrespective  from the sample geographical origin. We postulate that PSP naturally impose a strong 
control on conjugative plasmid populations in the gut and environmental communities, opening 
opportunities to develop new tools to combat antimicrobial resistance using PSP to reduce the 
spread of R-plasmids by HGT.
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Studies have shown that antibiotics are capable of selecting for antimicrobial resistance as well 
as accelerating the spread of antimicrobial resistance by enhancing the transfer frequency of 
conjugative plasmids harboring accessory genes. Similarly, the presence of antibacterial biocides in 
aquatic environments has recently come to attention due to their potential to stimulate the spread 
of antimicrobial resistance via horizontal transmission as suggested by previous studies. With that 
said, only a select few well-known biocides have been analyzed to this day. 

Therefore, we aim to study how environmentally relevant biocides impact conjugation;
• Which biocides increase the plasmid transfer rate coefficients?
• What is the concentration range (LOEC and NOEC) and degree of stimulation?      

To achieve this goal, we developed a standardized, GFP-based high-throughput assay to estimate 
the plasmid transfer rate coefficients upon exposure to biocides. Here, a GFP-tagged pKJK5 plasmid 
harbored by an auxotrophic E. coli strain was used as the donor, while a wild-type E. coli strain 
was used as the recipient. Solid-filter matings were carried out on nutrient-free PBS plates and 
while selection of transconjugants was done on LB plates with antibiotics. Estimation of plasmid 
transfer rate coefficients was done by imaging the filters with a fluorescence stereomicroscope and 
enumerating transfer events using image analysis.

Plasmid transfer rate coefficients were estimated based on 2- and 4 hour matings on nutrient-free 
PBS plates. We observed consistent average rates for the two durations: 3.75 x 10-5 and 4.84 x 10-5 
transfer events per donor cell per hour respectively.

Next, we tested the assay by looking into the effect of Copper on conjugation. We exposed the 
strains to 0, 5, 10, 50, and 1000 mg/L CuSO4*5H2O for 2 hours. The average transfer rates gradually 
decrease with increasing CuSO4*5H2O concentrations (6.08 x 10-5, 5.29 x 10-5, 3.73 x 10-5,  
3.36 x 10-6, and 5.69 x 10-6 transfer events per donor cell per hour respectively).

Optimization in regards to the donor strain as well as recipient strain is still required. Once 
established, mating between different donors, harboring plasmids belonging to IncP1 (RP4), IncHI1 
(R27), and IncFII (R1) incompatibility groups and different recipients will be assessed.
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Upstream open reading frames (uORFs) are known as widespread translation and transcription 
regulators in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Annotation of novel functional uORFs can be challenging 
as they are often too small to be predicted with gene finding software. While uORFs can be 
identified with transcription- and translation level NGS methods such as TERM-Seq or ribosome 
profiling, this data is not available or the vast majority of species. Therefore, we set out to develop 
a method that takes advance of sequence conservation patterns in in the 5’ upstream regions of 
genes to identify previously undiscovered uORFs. We present uorf4u, a tool for conserved uORF 
annotation for a user-defined protein, set of homologues or upstream sequences. The tool’s 
workflow consists of the following steps: homologue searching (against the NCBI RefSeq database), 
upstream sequence retrieval, ORF and Shine-Dalgarno annotation, conserved ORF detection 
and data visualisation.  The output includes publication-quality figures with multiple sequence 
alignments, sequence logos and loci annotation of the found uORFs in graphical vector format. 
 
uORF4u is implemented in Python3 and runs on Linux or MacOS. In addition to the command-line 
version it can be also used as a Python API; the tool is highly customizable through command-line 
parameters and configuration files.

Project homepage: https://art-egorov.github.io/uorf4u/
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Background: The eradication of biofilms represents a challenge due to the increased intrinsic 
tolerance and development of antimicrobial resistance (AMR). In their development to AMR, 
biofilms differ from the fast-dividing planktonic cells as they survive gradients of nutrients and 
oxygen that improve the heterogeneity within the bacterial population.

Materials/methods: We studied the evolution of AMR of ciprofloxacin-treated P. aeruginosa using 
the modified Calgary device and flow-cell biofilms. This study also addresses the role of oxidative 
stress in the development of antibiotic resistance during the evolutionary process. Thus, we 
present a comparison with an evolution experiment between the wild-type PAO1 and its mutant 
ΔkatA PAO1 lacking catalase A, an enzyme that is a scavenger of ROS. To investigate if antioxidants 
could play a potential role as an anti-evolutionary of AMR development, we studied the effect 
of Edaravone (EdV, 3-methyl-1-phenyl-2-pyrazolin-5-one) during the evolution of the biofilm in 
flow cells using the strain PAO1 wt mCherry PcD GFP+ which monitor mutations in the negative 
regulator nfxB of the MexCD OprJ efflux pump.

Results: We noticed an increase in the resistant subpopulation of PAO1 recovered from the 0.5ug/
ml ciprofloxacin plates starting from the second passage, which is 22% of the parent population 
compared to 8% during the first passage (p = 0.0083). Similarly, the ΔkatA PAO1 increased from 
3% in the first passage to 22.5% (p = 0.0290) in the second passage. On the other hand, from the 
confocal images of the flow cells system, we observed the occurrence of larger populations with 
nfxB mutations in the CIP-treated (0.2ug/ml) PAO1 wt mCherry PcD GFP+ compared to the cells 
treated with both CIP and Edaravone.

Conclusions: Antimicrobial resistance develops rapidly during the evolution of biofilms, which 
could be enhanced by reactive oxygen species and oxidative stress. We hypothesize that 
antioxidants could play a role in reversing or hindering the rapid evolution of AMR during biofilm 
formation. 
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Viruses are the most abundant entities in the soil ecosystem. Soil viruses are suggested to be 
important in shaping the diversity and abundance of the soil microbes, and in soil nutrient cycling. 
Soil viral communities’ studies are mostly focusing on DNA viruses, although there is an indication 
that the viral RNA community could be quite diverse. In this study, we determined the genomic 
diversity of the RNA viruses in four soil types (beech and pine forest, grassland and agricultural) 
together with physicochemical variables. Viral abundances were highest in the beech forest soil 
(4.1 ± 2.4 x 108 viruses g-1) and lowest in the agricultural soil (1.8 ± 0.4 x 108 viruses g-1). Pisuviricota, 
a phylum that includes plant and marine microbial hosts, was found in higher proportion in the 
grassland soil that is occasionally flooded with marine water. Lenarviricota virus relative abundance 
was dominated in the forest and grassland soils, in particular the bacteriophage Emesvirus, while 
the phylum Kitrinoviricota (mainly plant hosts) dominated in the agricultural soil. Our results 
captured rather diverse viromes ranging from bacteria to eukaryotic microbes and plants and 
contrasted DNA-based studies, which are dominated by bacteriophages. This study indicates that 
different soils harbour very different RNA viral communities, but their impact on plant ecology still 
needs to be determined.
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Nowadays, numerous tools were developed based on distinct strategies for detecting plasmid from 
metagenomes, increasing the importance and urgence for estimating them. Moreover, it lacks a 
systematic and comprehensive workflow for multiple preprocessing and analytical steps of plasmid 
analysis. In this study, the state-of-art plasmid detecting tools were benchmarked and selected 
using simulating ‘gold’ standard metagenomic datasets. Furthermore, Plaspline was created 
based on selected tools with novel strategy for detecting and analyzing plasmid genomes from 
metagenomes, which showed a better performance on detecting plasmids than each individual 
selected tools and other workflows. In addition, Plaspline was successfully applied to detect 
plasmid from spiked plasmid at 10% cells equivalent. Overall, our research filled the research gap in 
plasmid analysis from metagenome analysis.

Availability and Implementation: The pipeline was written in Python using the Snakemake 
workflow management software and is freely available at (https://github.com/Wanli-HE/Plaspline.
git).
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Purpose:  Reductionist approaches to science are largely responsible for our inability to harness 
the full potential of phytobiomes in sustainable agriculture. Crop health is often attributed to either 
a resistant genotype, or a disease suppressive soil, or an exotic microbe with anti-pathogen activity. 
However, plant health is more likely to be a mixed and somewhat inseparable result of them all. 
Here we attempt to embrace this complexity and understand how microbiomes from the host-soil 
interface suppress bacterial pathogens. 

Methods: In cultivation bioassays, we measured the disease susceptibility of the crop (Agaricus 
bisporus) via two experimental approaches, by pathogen inoculation (i) in the soil and (ii) on the 
host. We tracked the soil and host microbiome across three cultivation cycles, across 6 cultivars 
and in ten soil types. 

Results: We were able to associate specific co-occurring bacteria in the soil microbiome with 
pathogen invasion and disease suppression, across ten different soil types. Disease suppression 
was transferrable via a microbiome extract from suppressive to conducive soils. The response of 
the host cultivars to the pathogen differed widely with the inoculation location, further highlighting 
the role of the microbiome in disease development. Resistant cultivars actively recruited a 
beneficial host microbiome from the soil, which was more diverse and comprised many of disease 
suppressive genera. Strong trade-offs between productivity and disease suppression in the 
cropping system were also regulated by host-soil-microbiome nexus. 

Conclusions: We concluded that the resilience of the host to bacterial diseases is determined not 
only by genotype, but also by the assembly of- and interactions within- the host-soil-microbiome 
nexus. This knowledge on microbiome assembly and its dynamics presents new prospects for the 
design of ecological disease control strategies. 
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Control and prevention strategies for tick-borne diseases require knowledge about where and 
when people get bitten. However, little is known about where in Denmark people get tick bites. 
Additionally, the public needs reliable information on the prevention and symptoms of various tick-
borne diseases. 

A Danish tick website (Flåtinfo.dk) was launched in August 2021 and was advertised in various 
Danish media to increase awareness. It is a public webpage where people can register tick 
bites on humans and pets, crawling ticks, and rashes. Age and gender are reported along with 
each registration, and it is also possible to upload pictures of ticks and rashes. Furthermore, in 
the summer of 2022 we started encouraging people to send ticks to us for research. This was 
advertised on the website, as well as Danish national and local media. We also uploaded an 
activity and teaching material on the website on ticks and how to catch them and send them to us. 
Encouraging people to send us ticks will help us get a broader geographical prevalence than if we 
just collect them ourselves.

After just over one year from launching the website, we have received over 1300 registrations 
and over 170 pictures of rashes and ticks. Most registrations are from ticks on humans (n=889) 
compared to pets (n=499). We have also received over 250 ticks sent in by the public, these will be 
tested for various tick-borne diseases.

We will continue to frequently advertise the website in various Danish media since we see an 
increase in registrations after each exposure.
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Many plasmids can transfer horizontally among cells, thus providing bacteria with access to a 
vast environmental gene pool. While much attention has been given to the role of plasmids in 
disseminating antibiotic resistance genes, less is known about their involvement in the transfer of 
other critical phenotypic traits. A growing body of work shows that a considerable fraction of the 
accessory genes in bacteria is dedicated to defense functions against their genetic parasites, e.g., 
bacteriophages. The variability of the immune system arsenal among related taxa suggests that 
defense systems are prone to horizontal exchange, yet little is known about their mobility. Here, we 
carried out a census of all known bacterial defense system components across publicly available 
plasmid sequences, focusing on characterizing their prevalence, diversity, and distribution. Overall, 
we find that many plasmids carry defense system components, highlighting the evolutionary and 
ecological importance of plasmids in disseminating defense systems across bacterial communities.
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Ticks can transmit many different pathogens to humans, pets, and livestock. The castor bean 
tick, Ixodes ricinus, is the tick species responsible for most disease cases in Europe, with Lyme 
borreliosis being the most prevalent disease. However, other diseases are emerging, such as the 
disease neohrlichiosis, caused by the obligate intracellular bacterium Neoehrlichia mikurensis 
belonging to the Anaplmataceae family. The first report of the disease was from a Swedish patient 
in 2010, while the first report of a Danish case is from 2020. 

The aim of this study is to get a clearer picture of the prevalence of this bacterium in Danish ticks 
by examining the prevalence of Neoehrlichia mikurensis in field-collected ticks from 4 forests on 
Zealand, known to be used for recreational activities. The ticks were tested by PCR targeting the 
GroEL gene and confirmed by sequencing. 

Results have confirmed the presence of Neoehrlichia mikurensis in ticks on Zealand at a low 
prevalence.
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The MiDAS project (Microbial Database for Activated Sludge and Anaerobic Digesters) aims to 
summarize all the knowledge about the physiology and ecology of the important microorganisms 
present in the engineered ecosystems of activated sludge plants, anaerobic digesters, and 
related wastewater treatment systems. Ultimately, MiDAS creates a universal microbial guide 
to the field. The project is a long-term collaboration between wastewater treatment plants and 
Center for microbial Communities at Aalborg University. Since 2006 more than 50 Danish and 10 
Swedish wastewater treatment plants have contributed samples and metadata to build a better 
understanding of the processes. The long timeseries data have revealed important trends in 
microbial seasonality and laid the groundwork for their online monitoring and control.

Our global MiDAS campaign (2018-2021), covering more than 740 plants, has provided a near-
complete ecosystem-specific reference database and taxonomy of microbes present in wastewater 
treatment plants across the world. The MiDAS taxonomy is used to classify and provide placeholder 
names for unknown microbes at the species-level providing much needed common vocabulary for 
researchers in this field.

Microbial aided removal and recovery of phosphorus, biogas and energy production, reduction 
of greenhouse gas emissions and removal of micropollutants have been studied comprehensively 
along with the ongoing characterization of novel microbes with important functions in the 
ecosystem, which is a core activity of the MiDAS project. All this information is collected in the 
online MiDAS field guide (https://midasfieldguide.org), which links microbe identity to their in-situ 
metabolism, morphotype, and abundance in influent wastewater, activated sludge, and anaerobic 
digesters. Moreover, it provides tools for sample handling and microbial community analysis.
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Despite having thousands of species described, microbiologists have only obtained <1% of Bacteria 
(and Archaea) species in pure cultures. The 99% have remained beyond our reach and have aptly 
been coined as the ‘Microbial Dark Matter’(MDM). Evidently, gaining access to MDM culturability 
will pave the way for new avenues in ecology and biotechnology. We believe one reason why 
some environmental species are not culturable in the laboratory is the generation of reactive 
oxygen species (ROS). Many natural communities have relatively low fluxes of electron donors, 
thus generating low amounts of ROS. By contrast, laboratory conditions present a high flux of 
electron donors, leading to high generation of ROS, while simultaneously isolating members from 
one another. We hypothesize that some members of environmental communities lack defenses 
against ROS. Thus, any attempt to culture said members is bound to fail at standard conditions, as 
ROS accumulates and hamper growth. The aim of the Remicult project is to develop a biological, 
gene delivery system for metagenome engineering of environmental communities. The goal is 
to remediate culturability of members that lack defense against ROSes. This delivery system will 
employ vector constructs that harbor genes for ROS-scavenging (H2O2) and a fluorescent marker 
for cell sorting. To meet ends, we have established a E. coli model for H2O2 MIC in ΔkatG/ΔkatEG 
(catalase) mutants and observed their recovered growth in complementation experiments with 
a single chromosomal katG integration. Moreover, we have constructed broad-host vectors 
harboring an operon insert, consisting of a fluorescent marker gene fused with an E. coli katG 
gene. The vector-carrying phenotypes; recovered growth and fluorescent signal are currently 
being evaluated in the model. Lastly, we will expand our model and assay vector horizontal 
transfer and functionality across species barriers, before venturing into remediating culturability of 
environmental species.
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Multicellular filamentous cable bacteria can spatially separate sulfide oxidation in deeper anoxic 
sediment and oxygen reduction at the sediment surface, performing long-distance electron 
transfer over centimeter scales, which displays a unique metabolic labor division, yet the molecular 
composition of their internal wire system and electron conduits is still unknown. Previous 
metaproteomics data for the freshwater cable bacterium Ca. Electronema aureum GS identified 
approx. 20% of its predicted proteins, with the type IV pilus protein PilA as the most abundant 
protein; in comparison, transcriptomic data for Ca. E. aureum GS revealed transcripts for almost all 
protein-coding genes. In addition, the proteome showed a clear bias against membrane-associated 
proteins, suggesting that essential compounds for electron transfer or conducting wires may have 
been missed. The goal of this study was therefore to develop an elaborate protocol for sequential 
protein extraction from Ca. E. aureum GS, starting with soluble cytoplasmic proteins, followed by 
cell envelope and membrane proteins, and finally targeting presumably insoluble proteins from 
the periplasmic fibers. Preliminary proteome data show that our sequential extraction protocol has 
tripled the number of proteins detected, and that most proteins indeed are recovered differentially 
in the five fractions. We are currently comparing predicted subcellular localizations with protein 
distribution in the various fractions to identify likely candidates for cell envelope and periplasmic 
fiber proteins.
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Secondary metabolites produce by B. subtilis has been extensively studied under in vitro 
conditions, revealing their role in antagonisms, signalling and cellular differentiation; however, 
there is still a gap in understanding the role of those compounds on the ecology of the producers 
and the resident communities in situ. We established a simplified soil-like system for studying 
microbial interaction driven by secondary metabolites that allows growing bacteria under 
axenic or mixed conditions, tracking population dynamics, and detecting SM production. While 
neither B. subtilis wild type (WT) nor mutant derivatives impaired in LPs production had a major 
impact on the bacterial synthetic community assembly, assessment of B. subtilis growth dynamic 
revealed that the sfp and srfAC mutants declined drastically compared to the WT strain, which is 
not explained by direct inhibition between B. subtilis and the SynCom. Inoculation of B. subtilis 
strains capable of surfactin production as well as purified surfactin alters the chemo diversity of 
the community. Synthetic bacterial community gene expression upon invasion was assessed using 
RNAseq to gain insight into the role of LPs as functionality modulators at the SynCom level. Overall, 
our results highlight that LPs, and more specifically surfactin, determine the invasion success of B. 
subtilis in a simplified bacterial community, suggesting a broad spectrum of action for this natural 
product. 
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The complexity and diversity of the microbial world is awe-inspiring, but also largely unknown. 
Hitherto, even ”simple” estimations of the number of species in the world have been difficult 
due to method and cost limitations. However, the continued developments in both sequencing 
technology and nanoliter downscaling of protocols, means that uncovering our surrounding 
microbial communities is now becoming feasible. In the project ”The Microbiome of Denmark” 
(Microflora Danica) we aim to analyze the microbial diversity in representative natural, urban and 
agricultural habitats (both soil, sediment and water) of the entire country. Denmark is an ideal 
place to perform such deep analysis as it is a relatively small country (≈43,000 km2), with well-
defined borders, 99% of which is comprised of coastline. Additionally, Denmark has a broad range 
of well-described and documented natural and man-made habitats. The overall goals of Microflora 
Danica are: 1) Drive method developments that enable large scale sequencing projects 2) collect 
and analyze 10,000 samples across Denmark by shotgun metagenomics, 3) retrieve metagenome 
assembled genomes (MAGs) in selected samples for further metabolic reconstruction and 
visualization by FISH and fluorescence microscopy and 4) generate a reference database of near-
perfect full-length 16S and 18S rRNA gene sequences from 1,000 diverse samples. Here we present 
our sampling design and initial results from this massive endeavor and invite researchers to use the 
unique dataset to answer country-scale questions within microbial ecology.
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Several arthropods produce antimicrobial compounds, including venoms and cuticular products. 
Ants are no exception, in fact, ants also utilize antimicrobial compounds produced by their 
associated microorganisms. Recently, ants have shown inhibitory effects against plant diseases, 
and these effects might be at least partially caused by microbial secondary metabolites. Here, we 
investigated the effect of ants and their microbiome on plant pathogens. First, we showed in a 
plant experiment that wood ants (Formica polyctena/rufa) significantly reduced infections with 
the plant pathogenic fungus apple scab (Venturia inaequalis) on leaves and fruits of apples trees. 
Second, we found that growth of apple scab on agar plates is effectively prevented after wood ants 
were allowed for 24 hours on the agar surface. We are currently testing, if disinfected ants have 
the same effect, i.e. if inhibition is due to bacteria from the ants or the ants themselves. We also 
showed that wood ants deposit antimicrobial bacteria within less than 10 seconds while walking 
across an agar plate. Two bacterial strains isolated from the ants, Bacillus mycoides strain I1b and 
a novel Pseudomonas species strain I3, were inhibitory against five common plant pathogenic 
fungi (M. fructigena, V. inaequalis, B. cinerea, F. graminearum, and F. oxysporum). Whole genome 
sequencing and antiSMASH analysis revealed that Pseudomonas sp. I3 has a large and novel 
biosynthetic potential compared to other Pseudomonas species; strain I3 encodes 12 biosynthetic 
gene clusters, of which only one is known, making it an attractive candidate for further studies. 
Overall, our results suggest that the inhibitory effect of wood ants against plant pathogens is at 
least partially caused by the antimicrobial compounds produced by their associated bacteria, and 
that wood ants have potential as biological control agents against plant pathogens.
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Viral host range, that is the number of host species a virus can infect, is highly differential, even 
between closely related viruses. Phylogenetic evidence suggests that viral host range is dynamic, 
though actual host shifting is a rare, but very important event. Historically, and in recent time, viral 
host-range shifts have been the cause of major human and animal epidemics. By understanding 
the processes that occur when a virus changes or expands the host(s) it requires for replication, 
we can perhaps learn to prevent them or use them for our advantage. Like how fitness trade-offs 
progressed during environmental adaptations have been used in the development of vaccines. 
It is mutations in the genomes of parasitic viruses that enables them to change or expand their 
niche breadth. Previous studies suggests that the classical theories of evolutionary trade-offs, 
developed by studying non-microbial life, also can explain viral evolution of niche breadth. 
But not many studies have examined how these viral trade-offs evolve and whether they 
transiently or permanently constrain virus adaptation. Here we use bacterial viruses, the so-
called bacteriophages, to study evolutionary niche breadth shifts in real-time. Bacteriophages are 
non-pathogenic viruses, that grow very fast and have simple life cycles making them ideal model 
organisms. By combining classical wet-lab assays and whole genome sequencing, we document 
ongoing phenotypic and genomic changes in experimental evolution studies. Our experimental 
setup allows for pinpointing of the specific genetic mutations involved in both high-fitness 
specialization and low-fitness generalist adaptations by exposing the bacteriophages to single, 
multiple or alternating potential hosts, mimicking diverse environmental niches over more than a 
thousand viral generations. 
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Bacteria need to protect themselves from infection and killing by bacterial viruses (phages), which 
outnumber them in larger quantities in diverse environments. For these reasons, bacteria have 
developed a sophisticated arsenal of defence mechanisms that can protect individual cells or the 
overall bacterial population. Individual protection is achieved via systems such as CRISPR-Cas, 
that are adaptive and of great interest for a wealth of biotechnological applications. Despite the 
large interest, their regulation and control under external signals and extracellular factors is poorly 
understood

Using Pseudomonas aeruginosa and the endogenous Type I-F system as our model study, we have 
engineered a series of fluorescence-based reporter plasmids to track and identify different factors 
that are regulating the CRISPR-Cas loci. Our results show that viral infection does not stimulate the 
CRISPR-Cas promoters under our experiment conditions, suggesting that quorum-sensing signals 
could be the main factor that regulate the system. Furthermore, our data show that this loci is 
governed by different promoter regions, regulating different aspects of the system, resulting in a 
heterogenous expression. One of these promoters is involved in the transcription of a CRISPR-array 
containing self-targeting sequences which have been reported to potentially mitigate virulence 
and detrimental targeting. We believe that such transcriptional heterogeneity can afford cells with 
bet-hedging opportunities that enable them to better adapt and survive in changing and stressful 
environments.
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Intro: Recent studies have shown a correlation between gastric dysbiosis and Parkinson’s Disease 
(PD) development. Moreover, infection with the bacteria Helicobacter pylori is shown to increase 
the risk of PD development 2-fold1, and PD patients are 3 times more likely to have a H. pylori 
infection4. The precise relationship between the disease and bacteria is yet to be discovered. 
However, one hypothesis states that H. pylori might cause formation of harmful chemicals or 
molecular mimicry in the stomach, which then travels through the vagus nerve to the brain1,2. The 
hypothesis is that H. pylori infection induces production of phosphorylated α-synuclein, and that 
this “harmful chemical” might be the causative agent for the neurodegeneration seen in PD.

Study population: In order to analyze the prevalence of H. pylori in Danish PD patients, I tested 
serum samples for IgG antibodies against H. pylori. A similar cohort between PD patients (n=70) 
and a control group (n=70), were used. 
For analyzation of the hypothesis regarding H. pylori inducing phosphorylated α-synuclein, gastric 
biopsies from H. pylori negative and positive patients were stained for the protein. 

Results: No difference was found, as 21% of the PD patient group, and 20% of the control group 
were positive for H. pylori antibodies. These results do not support the aforementioned studies.
For establishing the percentage of H. pylori infections in the background population, a randomized 
cohort of anonyms blood donor serum samples (n=177) was investigated, showing a positivity of 
only 9%. The ages for the PD and control cohorts ranged between 52-84, whereas the blood donor 
cohort could be from a younger population. 
Research regarding phosphorylated α-synuclein is still ongoing, however, at the time of abstract 
submission we see a tendency (p=0.07) towards H. pylori inducing production of the protein in the 
stomach.
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Bacterial inoculants promoting health and vigor of crop plants could be an important contributor 
in the green transition. Optimally, such inoculants should deliver increased crop yields while 
minimizing the use of natural resources and environmental impact. However, establishment and 
persistence of the introduced bacteria are often major challenges for bacterial inoculants that 
are intended to be effective under field conditions where biotic and abiotic factors influence the 
plant microbiome. Bacterial synthetic communities (SynComs) have been proposed to increase the 
robustness of the inoculant when introduced into agricultural systems. We aim to create a SynCom 
of spore forming bacteria to improve colonization on maize roots of a commercial plant growth 
promoting Bacillus licheniformis strain. Here, we used this B. licheniformis strain as bait to recruit 
bacterial candidates from field soil. We subsequently tested our individual soil isolates’ effect on 
the growth of B. licheniformis through in vitro dual-culture assays. Our results showed that it was 
possible to select bacterial isolates that positively affected the growth of the B. licheniformis strain. 
In planta experiments showed improved colonization of the maize roots by B. licheniformis, as 
measured by qPCR, when dual-inoculated with the selected isolated strains. This simple approach 
thus proved as an efficient semi-high throughput system to rapidly select candidate isolates for a 
SynCom. Next, isolates will be combined in complex SynComs and screened for the potential of 
exploiting these positive microbe-microbe interactions to create robust inoculants for commercial 
field application. 
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The aim of this study is to investigate the personal exposure to airborne microorganisms for 
workers at wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) in Denmark and to identify the best way to 
describe the risks associated with exposure to microorganisms. 

Four WWTPs have participated in the study, of which three of them have been visited twice and 
one of them once so far. Using GSP samplers mounted with polycarbonate filters, the personal 
exposure to airborne inhalable microorganisms throughout a whole workday was measured at 
the four WWTPs, amounting to 68 exposure samples. Microorganisms were extracted from the 
filters in a sterile extraction solution and plated on different agar media and incubated at different 
temperatures to allow the growth of fungi and bacteria. 

Workers at the four WWTPs were on average exposed to 827 bacterial CFU/m3 (range: 
19 - 1.19×104 CFU/m3) and 296 fungal CFU/m3 (range: 12 - 1.27×104 CFU/m3). The possible 
determinants of the exposure to airborne bacteria and fungi were analyzed separately using linear 
models, where the levels of exposure to dust, the job type of the workers, and the WWTPs were 
included. Exposure to dust and the job type of the workers were significant determinants of their 
exposure to airborne bacteria (F = 11.94, p < 0.001 and F = 5.71, p = 0.005, respectively), while the 
job type and wastewater treatment plant were significant determinants of the workers’ exposure 
to fungi (F = 1.45, p = 0.027 and F = 2.51, p < 0.001, respectively). 

Using MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (MS), 68 % of cultivable bacterial isolates were identified to 
species or genus level. For fungi, 80 % of fungal isolates were identified to species or genus level. 
So far, a total of 393 bacterial species and 71 fungal species have been identified using MALDI-
TOF MS. In conclusion, the workers at Danish WWTPs are exposed to elevated levels of airborne 
bacteria and fungi, however, it is necessary to analyze the exposure samples further to identify 
possible risks associated with these exposures - e.g. by analyzing the microbial communities, the 
level of endotoxin and inflammatory potential of these exposures. 
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The Microflora Danica project aims to characterize and discover the microbial diversity across 
Denmark. This was achieved by collecting 10,000 samples across all parts and habitats. These 
samples were then sequenced with shotgun metagenomic sequencing yielding reads of 150 bp. 
The aim of this work is to determine the most suitable pipeline for identifying and taxonomically 
classifying the 16s rRNA reads in shotgun metagenome data. 

We evaluated the workflows based on the number of classified reads, classification depth, CPU 
usage, memory usage, and user-friendliness. Four tools were evaluated for identifying and 
extracting 16S rRNA reads and two for subsequent taxonomic classification. Furthermore, the 
impact of choice and curation of the underlying databases were also evaluated.

BWA, Bowtie2, HMMER and GraftM were investigated as tools for the identification of the 16S 
rRNA reads. With standard settings BWA had a high level of false positives, while both BWA and 
Bowtie2 were deemed too time-consuming to run 10,000 samples on. GraftM uses HMMER for 
16S rRNA identification, and their output is nearly identical. However, HMMER implementation 
was much faster. For the classification tools, GraftM and Sintax were investigated. While GraftM 
has great potential, its memory requirements for database building are prohibitive to scale to our 
current large databases. Due to speed, simplicity, and congruence in classification output, Sintax 
was chosen as the classifier.

The last part of the project will investigate the impact databases have on the classification. The 
focus will be on the clustering thresholds and impact of adding habitat specific sequences from 
Microflora Danica.
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The use of methanol as a carbon source in the biotechnological processes has recently become 
an issue of great interest due to its relatively low price, abundance, purity, and the fact that it is 
a non-food raw material. Bacillus methanolicus is a Gram-positive, thermotolerant methylotroph 
considered to be a suitable candidate for methanol-based production of amino acids, their 
derivatives and other value-added products. Lately, significant progress has been made with regard 
to understanding of physiology and metabolism of this bacterium, and a genetic toolbox has been 
expanded. 

Here, we aim at improvement of L-lysine production by B. methanolicus through introduction of 
the genome-based modifications leading to decreased activity of homoserine dehydrogenase 
(HD). HD catalyzes the reduction of L-aspartate 4-semialdehyde into L-homoserine and is a 
relevant branch-point between L-lysine and L-threonine/L-methionine biosynthesis pathways. 
It was shown before that the L-lysine overproducing B. methanolicus classical mutant strains 
possess mutations in HD encoding genes which likely leads to decreased HD activity, and lower 
by-product accumulation. At the same time, the classical B. methanolicus mutants are methionine 
auxotrophs which necessitates supplementation of that amino acid during fermentations. Here, we 
will use rational design tools to decrease the expression of HD encoding gene to improve L-lysine 
production by B. methanolicus while avoiding L-methionine auxotrophy. We will also investigate 
the effect of overexpression of glyoxylate shunt genes on L-lysine accumulation and characterize 
putative L-lysine transporter whose expression is controlled through lysine riboswitch. This way, we 
will take first steps in creation of B. methanolicus platform strain for L-lysine overproduction.
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Increased recycling of waste in Denmark has led to the ‘new’ waste fraction, biowaste, which is 
likely to contain high concentrations of microorganisms. In this project, we aimed at identifying the 
airborne microbial exposure for workers in biowaste recycling plants. 

Six biowaste plants were visited twice. During each visit, workers wore personal air samplers 
throughout a typical working day. The samplers collected air from the inhalation zone of the 
workers onto filters. Extractions from the filters were plated on different agar media and at 
different incubation temperatures to get a broad estimation of the cultivable bacterial and fungal 
concentrations and diversity. Bacterial and fungal concentrations were enumerated and isolates 
were identified to species level using MALDI-TOF MS. Differences in microbial concentrations 
among waste plants were examined using linear mixed effect models, which included month as a 
random effect. Concentrations were log10 transformed.

Concentrations of potentially pathogenic (incubated at 37 ºC) fungi significantly differed among 
waste plants (χ2 = 32.55, df = 5, p < 0.001; geometric mean GM = 865 cfu/m3, range = 14 – 36,683). 
For bacteria incubated at 25 ºC (GM = 3030, range = 718 – 47,965), anaerobic bacteria incubated at 
37 ºC (GM = 1250, range = 22 – 38,304), and fungi incubated at 25 ºC (GM = 4309 cfu/m3, range = 
162 – 94,476), concentrations did not differ among waste plants (p > 0.05). We identified 26 fungal 
species and 131 bacterial species from the personal exposure samples. These included the Risk 
group 2 classified bacteria: Clostridium perfringens, Escherichia coli, and Klebsiella oxytoca, and 
the Risk group 2 classified fungi: Aspergillus fumigatus and A. flavus. Risk group 2 organisms can 
cause treatable infections (EU Directive 2000/54/EC). To conclude, workers were exposed to high 
concentrations of bacteria and fungi, including species that may be problematic to workers’ health.
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Strains of Limosilactobacillus reuteri and other Lactobacillaceae with glycerol/diol dehydratase 
activity produce the reuterin system from glycerol, a broad range antimicrobial that consists of 
3-hydroxypropanal (3-HPA) and acrolein. Acrolein is toxic, known to modify the thiol groups of 
proteins and to induce oxidative stress in cells. It is not known how microbial acrolein impacts the 
molecular interactions of microbial communities. The aim of this study was to develop a biosensor 
carrying a redox-sensitive green fluorescence protein 2 (roGFP2) and use it to evaluate the 
response to reuterin in microbial ecosystems in real-time. 

The coding sequence for enhanced GFP (eGFP) was used as a template and the corresponding 
mutations were introduced via primer using overlap PCR. The roGFP fragment containing a 
C-terminal His-tag was cloned in pET22 and heterologously expressed in E. coli BL21 Rosetta 
(DE3) The protein was purified by affinity chromatography. For constitutive expression, roGPF2 
was cloned into a pTH1mp plasmid under the control of the constitutively active mdh promoter 
using seamless ligation cloning and expressed in E. coli XL10-Gold. Purified roGFP2 and the E. 
coli biosensor were challenged with different levels of the redox active H2O2 (oxidizing) and DTT 
(reducing) as controls and reuterin. Fluorescence emission was monitored at 510 nm when excited 
at of 405 and 408 nm.

Purified roGFP2 was visualized using SDS-PAGE, showing a band of approximately 27 kDa. RoGFP2 
emitted green light under fluorescence microscopy, and when exposed to H2O2 and DTT, roGFP 
exhibited its redox potential response. Colonies of the E. coli biosensor were likewise green 
when excited. The engineered E. coli biosensor expressing roGFP2 responded to the challenge 
with reuterin and H202 by an immediate increase of the 405/408 nm ratio, with a detoxification 
response within the first 5 minutes after the challenge restoring the original reduced environment. 
Our results suggest the suitability of the redox-sensitive biosensor to non-disruptively measure 
real-time changes caused by changes in the redox potential in microbial microenvironments. The 
redox-dependent biosensor constitutes a novel tool that can aid in evaluation of any microbial 
interactions mediated by reuterin/acrolein.
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Over the last few decades, fish production by capture has stagnated, making aquaculture 
important for feeding a growing world population. There are a number of constraints associated 
with aquaculture, one of which is the presence of infectious diseases. Since the fish immune 
system has not fully developed during the larval stage, the larvae are especially susceptible to 
bacterial infections. Several marine larvicultures require live feed such as microalgae, which may 
contain pathogenic bacteria such as Vibrio spp. Antibiotics may be administered to aquaculture 
facilities to control these infections, however, this may cause development and spread of antibiotic 
resistance in bacterial communities and possibly the spread of antibiotic resistance to human 
pathogenic bacteria.

An extensive amount of research has been conducted on alternative methods for controlling 
fish pathogenic bacteria. While vaccines are effective on grown fish, they are not effective at 
the larval stage, when the immune system has not been fully developed. Several members of 
the Roseobacter group produce tropodithietic acid (TDA), which has antimicrobial properties. 
According to previous studies, TDA-producing Phaeobacter spp. are antagonistic towards multiple 
Vibrio species, and TDA is believed to be responsible for the anti-vibrio effects of Phaeobacter in 
microalgal cultures. However, despite repeated attempts, it has not been possible to chemically 
detect TDA in such microalgal cultures.

The aim of this research is to determine whether Phaeobacter produces TDA in microalgal cultures 
by analyzing the expression of the TDA biosynthetic genes. A transcriptional analysis will be carried 
out on RNA extracted from non-axenic Tetraselmis suecica cultures grown with or without a TDA-
producing Phaeobacter. We have designed primers specific for one of the TDA biosynthetic genes, 
tdaC, and developed a protocol for extracting RNA. Additionally, the experimental setup has been 
optimized so that Phaeobacter piscinae S26 and Tetraselmis suecica can coexist under optimal 
conditions. 

The results of the study will help us gain a better understanding of the antagonistic activity of 
Phaeobacter in microalgal systems and the natural role that TDA plays in them.

Live-FISH-FADS droplet cultivation, a new strategy to selectively isolate and cultivate unculturable 
members and biosynthetically talented Acidobacteria from soil microbiomes
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Purpose: Food pathogens impose a risk on food safety that could be even more severe if they form 
a biofilm. Organic acids (OA) are natural compounds derived from plant metabolism and microbial 
fermentation that can be used as antimicrobials potentially replacing chemical preservatives. 
However, the mode of action of OA, and the impact of environmental parameters has not been 
fully resolved. It was the aim of this study to evaluate the effects of environmental and intrinsic 
parameters on the antimicrobial activity of short-chain carboxylic OA and the biofilm formation of 
Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica.

Methods: Twenty one structurally different OA were selected for minimum inhibitory 
concentration (MIC) test using a high-throughput broth dilution method in 96-well plates. Two-fold 
dilutions were conducted from 50 mM at standardized pH of 4.5, 5.5 and 6.5. After incubation at 
37℃ for 24 hours, the turbidity of bacteria was measured by optical density at 600 nm and the MIC 
50 and 90 reducing turbidity by 50% and 90% were calculated. Biofilm formation was determined 
with crystal violet stain assay. 

Results: In general, OA inhibited Salmonella enterica in a pH-dependent manner where MIC50 was 
higher at pH 6.5 compared to 4.5, in contrast OA of additional OH group showed no inhibition. 
Crotonic and caproic acids were the strongest antimicrobials as their MIC50 were at least 3.3-, 
1.8- and 16.0-fold lower than the others at pH 4.5, 5.5 and 6.5 respectively. MIC values correlated 
positively with pH, topological polar surface area and additional OH group, and correlated 
negatively with pKa, log Kow and additional benzene group. Crotonic (1.6 mM) and caproic (3.1 
mM) acids were also the most effective OA to inhibit biofilm formation of Salmonella enterica at 
pH 4.5, followed by acetic, phenylacetic and valeric acids (6.3 mM). Stimulation of biofilm was 
observed at MIC50, while at MIC90, when turbidity was reduced to 10%, biofilm formation was 
inhibited.

Conclusions: Antimicrobial activity of OA depended on environmental and intrinsic properties 
and was higher in low pH environment and with increasing hydrophobicity of the OA.  Our results 
suggest that biofilm formation of Salmonella enterica can be higher under stress conditions with 
maximum formation at MIC50.
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Intro: Recent studies have shown a correlation between gastric dysbiosis and Parkinson’s Disease 
(PD) development. Moreover, infection with the bacteria Helicobacter pylori is shown to increase 
the risk of PD development 2-fold1, and PD patients are 3 times more likely to have a H. pylori 
infection4. The precise relationship between the disease and bacteria is yet to be discovered. 
However, one hypothesis states that H. pylori might cause formation of harmful chemicals or 
molecular mimicry in the stomach, which then travels through the vagus nerve to the brain1,2. The 
hypothesis is that H. pylori infection induces production of phosphorylated α-synuclein, and that 
this “harmful chemical” might be the causative agent for the neurodegeneration seen in PD.

Study population: In order to analyze the prevalence of H. pylori in Danish PD patients, I tested 
serum samples for IgG antibodies against H. pylori. A similar cohort between PD patients (n=70) 
and a control group (n=70), were used.

For analyzation of the hypothesis regarding H. pylori inducing phosphorylated α-synuclein, gastric 
biopsies from H. pylori negative and positive patients were stained for the protein. 

Results: No difference was found, as 21% of the PD patient group, and 20% of the control group 
were positive for H. pylori antibodies. These results do not support the aforementioned studies.

For establishing the percentage of H. pylori infections in the background population, a randomized 
cohort of anonyms blood donor serum samples (n=177) was investigated, showing a positivity of 
only 9%. The ages for the PD and control cohorts ranged between 52-84, whereas the blood donor 
cohort could be from a younger population. 

Research regarding phosphorylated α-synuclein is still ongoing, however, at the time of abstract 
submission we see a tendency (p=0.07) towards H. pylori inducing production of the protein in the 
stomach.
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Protist predation on microorganisms in the rhizosphere plays an important role in shaping the 
microbiome community structure and leads to an increase of nutrient availability for plants. 
This role and their effect on the plant growth is very important, yet poorly understood. To 
better understand the role of protists and their diversity in the wheat rhizobiome we set out 
to characterize protist and bacterial communities associated with wheat rhizosphere, identify 
predator-prey interactions, and their role in the rhizosphere microbiome and for crop production.

Bulk, rhizoplane and rhizosphere soil samples from four wheat cultivars grown in a growth 
chamber were collected. We isolated >200 protists from the soil. 16S rDNA of the isolated protists 
showed high abundance of Pseudomonas, while Cercozoa had an influx of Pedobacter, and 
Ochrophyta an influx of Dyadobacter, indicating protist predation driving the bacterial community. 
By metabarcoding of protist and bacteria of the soil using 18S and 16S rDNA, respectively, revealed 
an effect of rhizo-compartment with Cercozoa and Ciliophora dominating in relative abundance. 
These data are analyzed for effects of habitat (bulk soil vs rhizosphere) and was observed and 
effect. By network analyses of the protist and bacterial diversity, bacteria were identified as the 
main drivers of the network. 
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Nitrous oxide (N2O) production in autotrophic nitrogen conversion processes can be significant and 
requires further understanding. We operated an intermittently aerated partial nitritation/anammox 
(PN/A) reactor, observing an increase in N2O production rates in the aerated phase. To put this 
finding in a transcriptional context, we probed the microbial community structure and function 
using metagenomics and metatranscriptomics analyses. We recovered 68 metagenome-assembled 
genomes (MAGs), including 4 MAGs of aerobic (AOB) and 2 MAGs of anaerobic (AnAOB) ammonia 
oxidation bacteria. The AOB MAGs were dominated by one MAG closely related to Nitrosomonas 
oligotropha. During aeration, nirK expression at the AOB guild level increased 20 fold and was 
almost exclusively associated with the dominant MAG. Furthermore, the dominant AOB MAG had 
a strong transcriptional response to the alternating redox conditions, including down-regulation 
of genes involved in respiration, inorganic carbon metabolism, protein synthesis, and folding, after 
aeration was turned off. No changes in the transcript levels of narG, nirS, norB, and nosZ were 
detected at the community level upon the transition to the aerated phase. A MAG classified as 
Brocadia caroliniensis dominated the AnAOB MAGs. The dominant AnAOB MAG did not show any 
significant change in gene regulation in response to the switches between the oxic and anoxic 
conditions, while the minor AnAOB MAG down-regulated respiration and folding pathways in 
the aerated phase. These results suggest that nitrifier denitrification drives N2O production in 
intermittently-aerated PN/A reactors and highlight that variability in the transcriptional response 
of members within the same guild may shape reactor microbial community dynamics and 
performance.
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The imminent antibiotic resistance crisis has increased the need for alternative treatments of 
bacterial infections. Applying bacteriophages to remove the pathogenic bacterial population, 
referred to as phage therapy, is a promising alternative.
A vital element in developing effective phage therapy candidates is the ability to engineer phages 
to enhance their natural abilities. However, engineering of phages can be both difficult and time-
consuming, especially when working with strictly lytic phages, toxic genes, or with large numbers 
or sizes of desired modifications.
Phage rebooting is an alternative approach to phage engineering capable of overcoming these 
limitations. This method is based on modifying and assembling a phage genome outside the host 
cell followed by reactivation and production of modified phage particles.

We have tested and compared several methods for both phage genome assembly and phage 
rebooting and have created a workflow superior to the traditional phage engineering methods. We 
found the optimal approach to be in vitro assembly of phage genomes by Golden Gate assembly 
and subsequent in vitro production of phage particles by transcription-translation (TXTL) reactions. 
The combination of these cell-free methods has many advantages, including minimal scars in the 
phage genome, significantly reduced work time compared to other methods, and the possibility to 
create large functional phage libraries.
Phage libraries of 107 phage particles were produced by assembling and rebooting the lytic E. coli 
phage T7. Sequencing of barcodes incorporated in the rebooted genomes verified the presence of 
mainly unique phages, illustrating the ability to create large and diverse libraries suitable for high-
throughput screening of mutant phenotypes. 

The implementation of more versatile and high-throughput phage engineering methods is vital, 
bringing us closer to effective phage therapy and a suitable alternative to antibiotics.
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Lactococcus laudensis is a newly described Lactococcus species, that has been associated 
with Italian raw cow’s milk (Meucci et al. 2015 IJSEM 65, 2091-2096). Microbiological profiling 
of a traditional Danish dairy starter (DL-starter) allowed isolation of 61 isolates dominated 
by Lactococcus and Leuconostoc members, amongst which 9 isolates could be identified as 
Lactococcus laudensis (ANI = 0.97), as determined by Oxford Nanopore (GridION) whole genome 
sequencing. Prediction of high-quality prophage regions (VIBRANT) on complete bacterial 
chromosomes indicated the likely presence of prophage regions in 5 isolates. Clustering 
analysis of the viral-associated proteins (open reading frames - ORF) revealed low similarity 
(50% cut-off identity) to those found in the P335 quasi species. The genomes of the 5 putative 
prophages were approx. 35 kbp. To our knowledge, no previous studies have identified 
lysogenic Lactococcus laudensis strains that carry integrated prophages. The integrated prophages 
were successfully induced using mitomycin C and sequenced using Illumina NextSeq. 
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Purpose: The role of biofilm aggregates on the outcome and aetiology of chronic infections is 
continuously being investigated. However, in vitro aggregate models often also contain planktonic 
bacteria. Vice versa, presumably planktonic cultures often contain many aggregates. We aimed to 
develop a method to separate planktonic cells and aggregates and further to separate aggregates 
by size for better control of in vitro and in vivo experiments on the role of aggregates.

Method: We approached this by filtration using cell strainers with varying mesh sizes.
Week old shaken culture of Pseudomonas aeruginosa was passed through the filters and 
aggregates and single cells were collected either in the filtrated liquid or by backwashing the 
collected fractions from the filters. Aggregate fractions were then washed in saline to reduce the 
number of remnant single cells and small aggregates.

Results: We show that by this simple mechanical filtration approach, we can enrich aggregates 
>30µm such that they constitute 92.5% of the viable biomass. Likewise, the filtrated planktonic 
fraction contained 91.6 % of the viable biomass. 

Conclusion: This simple filtration technique makes it feasible to isolate biofilm aggregates from 
planktonic cells. The culture is fractionated into aggregates and planktonic cells, enabling one to 
investigate the effect of planktonic- and/or biofilm lifestyle in multiple settings.
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Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic human pathogen causing a wide range of acute and 
chronic infections particularly in immunocompromised patients. This makes P. aeruginosa one of 
the most frequent and severe drivers of chronic respiratory infections in patients with cystic fibrosis 
or other chronic underlying diseases, and one of the top pathogens causing ventilator-associated 
pneumonia. Typically, antibiotic susceptible isolates of P. aeruginosa show a high clone diversity 
while, MDR/XDR strains are limited to a few widespread clones, so called high-risk clones (HiRiCs). 
The prevalence of nosocomial infections resulting from HiRiCs strains is at alarming rates globally, 
highlighting the importance of novel anti-Pseudomonas strategies. 

To address the need of novel drugs targeting these HiRiCs strains, we developed a fully synthetic 
phage platform that can carry and deliver custom made DNA cargo, by re-purposing an Escherichia 
coli phage. This SNIPR platform, allows the design of anti-Pseudomonas cargo in avirulent E. coli 
and delivery to different P. aeruginosa strains through engineered chimeric fibers. These cargos 
include genes of interest such as CRISPR-Cas circuits, lytic phage cassettes, biofilm degrading 
enzymes, or QS-quenchers.

Using comparative genomics on P. aeruginosa strains (n:59), we created an array of E. coli 
production strains for non-replicating synthetic phage constructs with different delivery profiles. 
We show successful delivery of GFP marker with profiles dictated by the chimeric fibers.

Through this process not only a fully synthetic platform was established but also new tools for the 
targeting and management of MDR/XDR strains of P. aeruginosa have been tested.
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Fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) from a healthy donor to recurrent C. difficile infection 
(CDI) patients have proven efficient in curing the disease, possibly through bacteriophage-
mediated (bacterial viruses, in short phages) modulation of the GM landscape. Fecal virome 
transplantation (FVT, sterile filtrated donor feces) have also been shown to be very efficient for 
treating the disease. FVT has the advantage over FMT that no bacteria are transferred, but FVT 
does not exclude the obvious risk of transferring eukaryotic viruses. Here we aimed to develop 
methodologies to obtain safer FVT by removing and/or inactivating eukaryotic viruses, while 
maintaining an active phage community. Donor feces was used as inoculum for a chemostat 
fermentation to remove eukaryotic viruses by dilution (FVT-ChP). Further, sterile filtrated donor 
feces underwent solvent-detergent treatment to inactivate enveloped viruses (FVT-SDT) and 
pyronin Y treatment to block the replication of RNA viruses (FVT-PyT). The safety and efficacy of 
these treatments were assessed in a CDI mouse model and compared with untreated FVT (FVT-
UnT), FMT and sham-treatment that constituted the controls. Intriguingly, 8 out of 8 mice receiving 
FVT-SDT survived until planned euthanization and expressed limited symptoms of CDI on the 
parameters of health scoring, cecum histology, C. difficile toxin levels, and cytokine levels. On the 
other hand, only 2 out of 7 sham treated mice survived. A lower C. difficile abundance (p<0.05) in 
the FVT-SDT treated mice suggested that the intervention had hampered colonization. The mice 
receiving FVT-ChP and FVT-UnT tended to express alleviated CDI symptoms compared to the sham 
control. FMT had surprisingly no effect. This proof-of-concept study may constitute the initial step 
of developing a therapeutic tool that target a broad spectrum of gut-related diseases and thereby 
replacing FMT with a safer phage-mediated therapy.
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Magnesium is one of the most used metals with growing interest to process low-grade Mg ores 
and Mg-containing by-products. However, they contain a high level of impurities, mostly CaCO3, 
silicon and Fe, that limits metal recovery. By producing organic acids dissolving CaCO3, bacteria are 
innovative biotechnological tools for the pre-treatment of these raw materials for improved Mg 
recovery. In this study, we aim to investigate how decreasing sampling size for enrichment can help 
us access specific micro-niches among endogenous communities and retrieve microbial consortia 
with bioming potential. We have made enrichments from 4 different magnesite residues using 
sequential dilution ranging from 100mg to 1µg starting material and monitored both bacterial 
community composition and organic acids production ability, addressing the following questions. 
What is the bacterial diversity (alpha and beta) of enriched bacterial assemblages and specifically 
those producing organic acids at the different sampling scales? Can we detect “new” taxa? What 
microbes are co-occurring with potential synergetic effect? 
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Purpose:  Peat is the predominant growth media in horticulture, despite its large ecological 
footprint. Food production systems rely heavily on dynamic interactions of the host with 
microorganisms in the growth media. As a supplier of beneficial microbes, peat is a prime 
determinant of productivity in the cropping system. Yet, in transition to circular agriculture and 
in the search of sustainable and alternatives to peat, the microbiome of the growth substrate has 
been largely ignored.

Methods: In this research, we explored the microbial diversity, activity, composition, and 
interactions of four circular and sustainable substrates that can be used to replace peat in 
growth media. We simultaneously evaluated their physico-chemical properties and agronomical 
performance. 

Results: Agricultural residue streams have a diverse and competitive microbiome, due to which it 
produces lower yields. However, this increased invasion resistance also deters the establishment 
of both pathogens and bioinoculants. In contrast, peat moss and spent peat share a similar 
microbiome to that of peat and produce equivalent or higher yields. Sanitary treatment of the 
microbiome in these peat-alternatives significantly increases the yield, and reduces the presence 
of endemic pathogens, however it also leaves the cropping system more susceptible to disease 
outbreaks. 

Conclusions: In conclusion, the bacterial and fungal microbiome of the substrate used in the 
growth media governs strong trade-offs between the productivity and disease pressure in the 
cropping system. The success of circular and pesticide-free horticulture can benefit greatly from 
management of this resident microbiome.
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We conducted sampling campaigns in three medium-size cities (in SP, DK, and the UK) to describe 
the microbial communities and their potential for antibiotic resistance at multiple locations in the 
urban wastewater systems (UWS), as well as metadata and chemical concentrations. 

We quantified 70 clinically important extended spectrum beta-lactamase and carbapenemase 
genes along with the mobile genetic elements. While sewage carried substantial loads of ARGs (1E6 
– 1E7 copies per person equivalent); these loads were progressively and substantially attenuated 
along the sewers and through the sewage treatment plants, resulting in minimal emissions (1E1 – 
1E4 copies per person equivalent). Genes could be clustered based on their persistence in the UWS 
compartments. 

We confirmed that bacterial communities in the UWS have high potential to receive exogenously 
added resistance plasmids; permissiveness as high as 0.03 were measured (3% of the cells were 
able to take up model conjugal plasmids). The permissiveness was plasmid-dependent (highest 
with  IncP-1epsilon model plasmid) and location dependent (highest in the sewers/entrance of 
the treatment plants). Some genera with high potential for plasmid uptake in several of the UWS 
compartments included Acinetobacter, Aquamicrobium, Brevundimonas and Pseudomonas. 
Aeromonas spp. maintained exogenous plasmids across many generations.  

Finally, we developed a novel approach to isolate and identify truly sewer-indigenous plasmids 
and isolated a 73,132 Kbp multidrug-resistant IncN plasmid from the sewer in Denmark. Upon 
gfp-tagging, the potential permisseveness of this indigenously relevant plasmid was revealed in 
all examined microbiomes. The abundance of the IncN plasmid, measured using a short-reads 
mapping, was highest relative abundance in the hospital sewer microbiomes.
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Toxin-antitoxin (TA) systems comprise a large group of often evolutionary unrelated small genetic 
modules, typically consisting of two genes that encode a toxin whose over expression leads to 
growth arrest and an antitoxin that neutralises the toxin. They are present in bacteria, archaea as 
well as in genomes of temperate phages. Recent evidence suggests their main biological function 
may be abortive infection, as seen in bacteria versus phage, and phage versus phage warfare. We 
have performed a bioinformatic analysis across the tree of prokaryotic life using our tool NetFlax 
which stands for Network-FlaGs for toxins and antitoxins. NetFlax can predict TA-like arrangements 
and group them into homologous clusters of toxins and antitoxins in an unsupervised manner. 
Together, the interconnected clusters constitute a core network of TA-like pairs across all microbial 
life. In order to understand the structural basis of neutralisation by antitoxins, we have predicted 
the structures of over 8000 TA-pair heterodimeric protein complexes by implementing a high-
throughput AlphaFold2-based pipeline. This structural information has allowed us to discover 
both novel and related folds that are hard to identify with sequence-based searching. We have 
experimentally validated the newly discovered toxin-antitoxin interfaces, revealing the molecular 
basis of toxin neutralisation.
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Methane emissions from agriculture represent a significant portion of anthropogenically derived 
greenhouse gasses, and reducing methane emissions from ruminants is critical to achieve climate 
change goals. Ruminants depend on the reticulo-rumen microbiota to ferment ingested feed, 
however methanogenic archaea then convert some fermentation products (e.g. hydrogen and 
carbon dioxide) to methane. Individually, the feed additives fat, nitrate and 3-nitrooxypropanol (3-
NOP) have proven effective in mitigating ruminant methane emission; here we aim to investigate 
if these additives, supplemented alone or in combination, affect rumen microbiota composition. 
Holstein dairy cows (n=48) were fed one of 8 treatments per period, arranged in a 2x2x2 factorial 
design, with 2 levels of fat (30 or 63 g/kg DM), 2 levels of 3-NOP (0 or 80 mg/kg DM) and 2 levels 
of nitrate (0 or 10 g/kg DM) in an incomplete 8x8 latin square design of 6 periods. Rumen fluid 
was collected (stomach tube) from each cow at the end of each period (n=288). Microbial DNA 
was extracted for metataxonomic analysis of the prokaryote community. For alpha diversity, 
sampling period affected species richness and Shannon diversity, and 3-NOP increased the species 
richness and Shannon diversity. For beta diversity, unweighted UniFrac revealed effects of sampling 
period and 3-NOP, where nitrate, 3-NOP and period affected the weighted UniFrac measures. In 
conclusion, the rumen microbiota composition was altered by 3-NOP, to a lesser extent nitrate 
and changed over time due to supplementation with feed additives; we observed no effects of fat 
however an interaction between fat and nitrate was seen. The addition of both 3-NOP and nitrate 
caused more differentially abundant genera than these additives fed alone.
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The production of insect protein as alternative to conventional animal protein has gained more 
attention as sustainable farming practices become more urgent to combat climate change. The 
larvae of the Black Soldier Fly Hermetia illucens (BSFL) can be used to produce high value protein 
and fatty acids without the need for large land areas and feed otherwise suited for human use. 
However, when upscaling to mass production, it is still important to consider the environmental 
impact of BSFLs. Invertebrates have previously been shown to emit greenhouse gases such as 
nitrous oxide and methane, and animal mass production in general can lead to the production 
and volatilization of ammonia. Excess ammonia production results both in the loss of nitrogen, 
potentially indicating low growth efficiency, and in the emission of an odorous compound 
problematic for both employees, nearby neighbors, and the environment. This study aims to 
identify the physical and chemical (micro)environment of BSFL during a larval growth cycle 
under high-protein vs. low-protein diets along with greenhouse gas and ammonia production 
and the BSFL microbiome, to determine the main drivers of ammonia, nitrate, and nitrous oxide 
production. Preliminary data show a drastic decrease of pH down to 3.8-4.5 during larval growth, 
significant production of nitrate, and massive ammonia emission. In contrast, N2O and methane 
production were minor, contributing less than 1% to the overall CO2-eq emissions. We are currently 
optimizing chemical 2D, real-time measurements of ammonia and oxygen using planar optodes, 
and use 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing to understand the succession of the bacterial and 
archaeal community in the system.
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Large amounts of waste including municipal waste is produced every year across the globe. 
Municipal waste in Europe is projected to reach 3.4 billion tons of annual waste in 2050. In Europe 
in 2017, 46% of all municipal waste generated was recycled1, and this number has been growing in 
the following years. 

Associated with collection of waste is an elevated exposure to fungi, bacteria, and endotoxin, and 
older studies have shown that this exposure can be associated with health effects particularly 
of the airways. Over the last 20 years, association between exposure and health in these 
working environments were observed, recycling of waste has increased, and better methods for 
characterising workers’ exposure have been developed such as MALDI-TOF MS. 

Therefore, we revisited this working environment, measured exposure of workers to micro-
organisms, and investigated whether these exposures are associated with health effects measured 
as inflammatory markers as well questionnaire-based data. MALDI-TOF, endotoxin, biofilm, and TIP 
(Total inflammatory potential) analysis were used to characterise workers’ exposure. Blood samples 
were taken at the end of the workday, followed by an analysis for markers of inflammation.

Employees working in waste collection were found to have increased exposure to bioaerosols 
and endotoxin. Exposure levels to fungi and bacteria were associated positively with outdoor 
temperatures.

There was a positive correlation between exposure to endotoxin, fungi, bacteria and biofilm 
forming capacity of the exposure. However, data treatment in this study is yet to discover whether 
further results can conclude significant association between increased exposure to bioaerosols and 
serum levels of inflammatory markers. 

1 The National Research Centre for the Working Environment, Det Nationale Forskningscenter For Arbejdsmiljø, 
Kemi Og Mikrobiologi, København Ø, Denmark
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Biological CO2 fixation is one key technology enabling carbon dioxide capture and converison 
allowing to remediate the negative impacts of antropogenic produced CO2. The aerobic, 
chemoautotrophic bacteria Cupriavidus necator H16 and Hydrogenophaga pseudoflava are 
attractive chassis organisms for metabolic engineering towards efficent CO2 fixation and 
bioconversions as they grow well under both lithoautotrophic and heterotrophic conditions and 
genetic tools for their metaboilic engineering exist. C. necator and H. pseudoflava fixate CO2 via 
the Calvin-Benson-Bassham (CBB) cycle and do not possess typical CO2 concentrating mechanisms 
(CCM) found in e.g. photoautotrophs. pH homeostasis in general is crucial for microorganisms 
because proteins have distinct ranges of pH within which they can function and the proton 
concentration is intricately involved in cellular bioenergetics. As the equilibrium composition of the 
Ci pool (CO2, H2CO3, HCO3

-, and CO3
2−) is highly pH-dependent and rubisco of e.g. C. nectaor is highly 

specific for CO2 , CO2-fixation in the cytoplasm of bacteria depends on efficient pH homeostasis. 
However, pH-homeostasis has hitrehrto not been investigated in chemoautrophic bacteria.

To gain first insights into their pH homeostasis properties, C. necator and H. pseudoflava cell 
growth was assessed at a wide range of pH values (4 to 11). These experiments reveled that C. 
necator is capable of growing at far more acidic-pH conditions than H. pseudoflava. For cultivations 
of C. necator in strong acidic or basic conditions an increase on the growth rate after prolonged 
incubation was observed, which indicates presence of control mechanisms for pH-homeostasis. 
This obsevation offers the chance to identify the underlying mechanisms via transcriptomic and 
proteomic analyses. In addition, a genetically encoded pH sensor will be implemented to measure 
the internal pH in C. necator and H. pseudoflava and characterize pH-homeostasis efficiency and 
kinetics.
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Bacterial biofilms are more difficult to eradicate and are found to be 10-100 x more tolerant 
toward antimicrobial agents compared to their planktonic counterparts, and up to 80 % of bacterial 
infections in humans are associated with biofilms1Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus 
and Enterobacteria such as Escherichia coli. The accurate diagnosis of biofilm infections is often 
difficult, which prevents the appropriate choice of treatment. As biofilm infections significantly 
contribute to patient morbidity and substantial healthcare costs, novel strategies to treat these 
infections are urgently required. Nucleotide second messengers, c-di-GMP, (p. Methods for 
monitoring biofilm and antibiotic treatments often require considerable volumes of reagents and 
costly which limits their usability. Although flow conditions allow for some help with this they often 
rely on expensive pumps and require tubing which increase the dead volume2. 

Here we present an optimised compact, easy-to-operate centrifugal microfluidic platform for 
bacterial culture called bacterial-culture-on-disc (BCoD). This platform enables the formation of 
biofilm similar to what can be found in infected chronic wounds, implants, or in the lungs of cystic 
fibrosis patients. The BCoD allows for culturing strains for multiple days depending on the flow 
rate without any need to add additional media. Furthermore, this in vitro platform requires low 
volumes of reagents, which is essential for developing and screening for new antimicrobials, it 
opens the possibility of working with costly media that is known to be better mimic in vivo like. 

P. aeruginosa (PAO1) tagged with GFP was inoculated into the BCoD that already contained media. 
The bacteria were cultured for up to 72 hours and were then introduced to antibiotic treatment. 

With this BCoD platform we have shown that 1) the platform delivers reproducible and reliable 
results; 2) growth is dependent on flow rate and growth medium composition; and 3) efficacy of 
antibiotic treatment depends on the formed biofilm. 

1.  Römling, U. & Balsalobre, C. Biofilm infections, their resilience to therapy and innovative treatment 
strategies. Journal of Internal Medicine 272, 541–561 (2012).

2.  Tolker-Nielsen, T. & Sternberg, C. Growing and Analyzing Biofilms in Flow Chambers. Current Protocols in 
Microbiology 21, 1B.2.1-1B.2.17 (2011).
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Introduction: Obesity is an important risk factor for cardiovascular disease, diabetes, osteoarthritis, 
several common cancers, and the leading cause of poor health and early death in the world. 
For a long, obesity has been associated with the unbalance between energy intake and energy 
expenditure, while many important factors related to nutrient digestion might also be involve. 
Gut microbiota is known to play an important role in the digestion of nutrients, this bring us to 
hypothesize that there is a difference in the composition and the diversity of the gut microbiome of 
obese compared to healthy individuals.  

Method:  The study carried out an experiment involving 20 volunteers (10 healthy and 10 obese) 
from the Military Hospital of Yaoundé, Cameroon. Anthropometric parameters age, sex, and 
high were collected, and the biochemical parameter fasting blood sugar was measured using 
the On-Call Plus glucometer. Fecal sample of participants were collected, microbial DNA were 
then isolated according to TIAGEN® DNA Stool kit protocol, and 16s-RNA sequencing focusing on 
V3-V4 hypervariable regions was performed. BMI was calculated, the difference in Age and BMI 
was accessed using Welch t-test, and the density between the two groups healthy and obese was 
compared using Kruskal–Wallis test.

Results: The study found no significant difference in the age distribution between the two groups 
(obese and healthy). Fasting blood sugar and BMI of obese participants were significantly different 
from those of healthy individuals. The Firmicutes phylum was the most prevalent bacterial phyla 
in the majority of the obese samples with 63.6% relative abundance compared to 43.3% in 
the healthy samples. The prevalence of Bacteroidetes, Verrucomicrobia, and Proteobacteria in 
obese participants was also lower or perhaps non-existent in comparison to that seen in healthy 
individuals.

Conclusion: The results highlighted that the fluctuation in the composition and diversity of the 
microbiome in the gut of individuals can be a risk factor for obesity. However, it could be more 
meaningful if more datasets were collected.
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At the International Reference Laboratory of Mycobacteriology (IRLM), at Statens Serum Institut 
(SSI), Copenhagen, a unique collection of mycobacterial strains has been freeze-dried and stored 
since 1948. In this study, 28 of these “historical” freeze-dried nontuberculous mycobacterial 
isolates collected from patients between 1948 to 1957, were analyzed. Their viability was 
investigated performing whole genome sequencing (WGS) on DNA extracted directly from freeze-
dried cells versus after culturing to determine cell properties and DNA quality after decades of 
storage. The DNA was sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform and data quality evaluated 
analyzing the per-base quality scores of paired-end sequencing reads as well as the overall 
contiguity of resulting de novo assemblies. After 72 years in storage, all freeze-dried isolates were 
viable, showed no signs of cell damage and only limited signs of contamination when reculturing. 
All were easily recultured and species identified through WGS data analysis. Sequence data 
obtained directly from the freeze-dried cells versus from reculturing showed no indication of DNA 
degradation, proving successful genome sequencing directly from the freeze-dried material. Thus, 
mycobacteria can be whole genome sequenced successfully directly from freeze-dried material 
without prior recultivation, saving laboratory time and resources, and emphasizing the value of 
freeze-drying for long-term storage. Furthermore, the WGS data analysis revealed four unknown 
Mycobacterium strains isolated from human patients during the years 1948 to 1955. Currently, a 
deeper investigation of these novel strains is ongoing. 
 
NTM infection and disease are poorly explored and many aspects still unknown, a field that needs 
to be improved. Our pilot study lays the groundwork for further investigations of freeze-dried 
bacterial isolates including the approximately 4,000 historical isolates in our collection that will 
provide a unique opportunity to investigate mycobacterial DNA from a variety of mycobacteria 
species unexposed to antimicrobials. 
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Cutibacterium acnes can act as an opportunistic pathogen in implant-associated infections (IAIs). 
It is a low virulent bacterium that elicits limited clinical manifestations, and therefore, C. acnes IAIs 
are often difficult to diagnose. The population of C. acnes is composed of different phylotypes, 
designated IA1, IA2, IB, IC, II, III. 

Previous research suggests that C. acnes often causes polytypic infections, i.e. infections caused by 
strains belonging to different phylotypes. We hypothesize that such polytypic infections constitute 
a multicellular strategy of C. acnes to alter colonization and/or biofilm formation. 
To investigate this, we need to know how C. acnes phylotypes behave alone and in poly-typic 
communities.

We used three clinical isolates, classified as type IA1, type II, and type IB strains, respectively, 
obtained from shoulder IAIs. Mono- and poly-typic culture growth behavior were assessed by liquid 
growth culture experiments and antagonistic assays and quantified with amplicon-based next-
generation sequencing (NGS) and qPCR, based on strain-specific target genes. Next, quantification 
of biofilm formation of mono- and polytypic communities was done using a microtiter-plate assay. 
Results revealed that there is a difference in biofilm formation and growth behavior, depending on 
the community composition. To mimic the in vivo situation more accurately, biofilm experiments 
were conducted on titanium discs. The biofilm was harvested and subjected to transcriptome 
analyses to identify gene expression patterns associated with biofilm formation of mono-and 
poly-typic culture, respectively. In addition, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) was used to 
evaluate the spatial conformation of C. acnes phylotypes on titanium discs. 

The results of this project shed light on the behavioral changes of C. acnes phylotypes, highlight 
the complexity of poly-typic infections and might change our perception of C. acnes IAIs in terms of 
diagnosis and treatment.
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The emergence and spread of antibiotic resistant pathogens continue to threaten our ability to 
treat common infections. One of the top priorities of WHO are Extended Spectrum Beta-Lactamase 
producing Escherichia coli that infect and colonize the gastrointestinal tract of their human and 
animal hosts. Extended-spectrum beta-lactamases (ESBLs) are enzymes that confer resistance 
to most beta-lactam antibiotics, including penicillins and cephalosporins. Bacteriophages have 
proven to be efficient in killing bacteria in the natural environment.  The initial interaction of 
phages with their hosts is mediated by phage Receptor Binding Proteins (RBPs) that specifically 
bind to the bacterial surface receptors. Here, we have investigated and identified the RBPs of two 
phages AV125 and AV126, previously isolated from ESBL strains. These broad host range phages 
belong to the Phapecoctavirus genus. Bioinformatics analysis of the phage genomes predicted 
that the phages express several RBPs, thus potentially allowing these phages to bind to multiple 
host receptors. Furthermore, BLAST and alpha fold analysis of the two phages; AV125 and AV126 
identified four different tail spikes and tail fibres similar in these two phages. Furthermore, phage 
AV125 encode a unique tail spike not found in phage AV126 that instead encode a hypothetical 
protein at this genomic position. We performed plaque assay to determine the host range of 
these phages and showed that infection are reduced in several receptor mutants of ECOR4 strain, 
suggesting that the phages target several receptors. We further aim to develop novel antibacterial 
by exploiting the binding specificity and diversity of those RBPs by engineering pyocins, which are 
phage tail like bacteriocins produced by Pseudomonas. Such an approach may allow to retarget 
pyocins against an array of ESBLs in a world facing the issue of antimicrobial resistance. 

1 University of Copenhagen, Department of Veterinary and Animal Sciences, Food Safety and Zoonosis, 
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Group B Streptococcus (GBS) is a human pathobiont that only causes harm under stressful 
conditions. When present in the vagina during pregnancy, it can cause stillbirth, severe neonatal 
disease, long-term disabilities, and maternal infections. This work aims to characterize the vaginal 
microbiome in the presence of GBS and to estimate the incidence of this bacterium among 
asymptomatic Danish women of reproductive age (18-40 years). A shotgun metagenomic analysis 
was made using fifty vaginal exudate samples from Hvidovre Hospital. For the microbiome 
description, the samples were classified into four main groups: Healthy GBS(+), Healthy GBS(-), 
Dysbiosis GBS(+), and Dysbiosis GBS(-). It was found that GBS has no significant influence on the 
composition of the vaginal microbiome when comparing the Healthy GBS(+) vs. GBS(-) group 
(log Bayes Factor =0.578) nor on the dysbiosis group (log BF = 0.40). Punctual differences were 
observed at the species-level analysis, where it was found that Lactobacillus iners is the prominent 
bacterium when GBS is present (93,3% on the GBS(+) vs. 0,16% on the GBS(-) group); meanwhile, 
L. crispatus dominates in the absence of it (95,74% on the GBS (-) group vs. 0.05% on the GBS 
(+) group). When there is a depletion of Lactobacillus spp. in the vagina (dysbiosis), Gardnerella 
vaginalis and Fanyhessea vaginae have a higher abundance. However, if GBS is also there during 
dysbiosis, the relative abundance of G. vaginalis is lower (26.77% in GBS(+) group vs. 69.97% in 
GBS(-) group), whereas F. vaginae remain the same (10,4% and 10,9%). The GBS incidence across 
the samples was estimated by comparing three different methods. The previously mentioned 
shotgun metagenomics had nine GBS-positive samples (16%). GBS isolation on ChromID StreptoB 
agar combined with MALDI-ToF-MS identification is the standard identification process in local 
hospitals and showed four positive samples (8%). Finally, PCR was also done as it is a diagnostic 
tool some laboratories utilize worldwide, showed seven GBS positive samples (14%). In conclusion, 
the presence of GBS does not affect the overall vaginal bacterial population, where a GBS incidence 
of between 8 – 16% was observed across the samples, with significant differences between the 
three methods.

1Roskilde University, Department of Science and Environment, Roskilde, Denmark
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Sepsis is one of the leading causes of death, with an estimated 49 million cases of sepsis, and more 
than 11 million deaths each year related to sepsis. This leads to a large healthcare burden, and the 
incidence of sepsis is increasing5. To survive, effective antimicrobial treatment should be initiated 
immediately, as the survival rate drops rapidly. Today the gold standard of clinical diagnostics 
of sepsis is based on the culturing of blood samples with a turnaround time of 1-3 days. A large 
impediment is the rising frequency in antimicrobial resistance (AMR), especially the occurrence 
of multi resistant bacteria, which in 2050 is predicted to cause 20% of all deaths worldwide6. 
Due to the long diagnostic turnaround time broad-spectrum antibiotics are administered, which 
contributes to the development of resistance towards important antibiotics. Furthermore, 19% 
of bloodstream infections in USA showed presence of resistant pathogens, leading to nine times 
increased odds of empirical broad-spectrum antibiotics discordantly administered, raising the risk 
of mortality7.

Using Nanopore metagenomic DNA sequencing of cell-free DNA from blood plasma, we 
hypothesize that AMR susceptibility can be detected in real time, leading to a faster and more 
effective narrow-spectrum antimicrobial treatment. We will explore this concept on sequencing 
data from a clinical cohort of septic patients, where Nanopore sequencing is already used for the 
identification of the pathogen. Using both blood samples and positive isolates from sepsis patients, 
AMR susceptibility, and the impact of the utilized databases is analyzed. This is then compared to 
the phenotypic data of disc diffusion tests performed at the Department of Clinical Microbiology at 
Aalborg University Hospital. The prediction methods used in the project, will use sequence k-mer 
composition signatures to infer AMR susceptibility/resistance in pathogens, either by deep learning 
methods or genomic neighbor typing.

5   WHO. Global report on the epidemiology and burden of sepsis: current evidence, identifying gaps and future 
directions (2020).

6  WHO. No time to wait: Securing the future from drug-resistant infections. (2019).
7   Kadri, S. S. et al. Inappropriate empirical antibiotic therapy for bloodstream infections based on discordant 

in-vitro susceptibilities: a retrospective cohort analysis of prevalence, predictors, and mortality risk in US 
hospitals. Lancet Infect. Dis. 21, 241–251 (2021).
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Piperacillin/tazobactam (TZP) is a widely used penicillin/β-lactamase inhibitor combination with 
broad antimicrobial activity. Recently, Escherichia coli strains resistant to TZP but susceptible to 
third generation cephalosporins (TZP-R/3GC-S isolates) have been increasingly identified. Here, 
we investigated resistance mechanisms underlying the TZP-R/3GC-S phenotype in clinical E.coli 
isolates. 

A total of 29 TZP-R/3GC-S E. coli isolates were retrieved from urinary cultures and subjected to 
whole genome sequencing. Resistance to TZP was confirmed by minimum inhibitory concentration 
determination. β-lactamase activity in the presence and absence of tazobactam was determined 
to identify hyperproduction of β-lactamase and assess susceptibility to tazobactam inhibition. A 
previously unrecognized β-lactamase was identified and cloned to determine its resistance profile. 

Four different resistance mechanisms underlying the TZP-R/3-GC phenotype were identified: 1) In 
18 out of 29 isolates (62%) β-lactamase production was increased and in 16 of these either strong 
alternative promoters or increased gene copy numbers of blaTEM-1 or blaSHV-1 were identified, 2) 
seven isolates (24%) produced blaOXA-1, 3) three isolates (10%) produced inhibitor-resistant TEM-β-
lactamases, and 4) a single isolate (3%) harboured a blaCTX-M gene as the only β-lactamase present. 
This β-lactamase, CTX-M-255, only differs from CTX-M-27 by a G239S  amino acid substitution. 
In contrast to CTX-M-27, CTX-M-255 conferred resistance to penicillin/β-lactamase inhibitor 
combinations, but remained susceptible to cephalosporins. 

In conclusion, hyperproduction of blaTEM was the most prevalent mechanism of TZP-resistance 
underlying the TZP-R/3GC-S phenotype followed by production of blaOXA-1 and inhibitor-resistant 
TEM-β-lactamases. Furthermore, we identified a previously unrecognized CTX-M-β-lactamase, 
CTX-M-255 that was resistant to β-lactamase inhibitors.
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Extraintestinal pathogenic Escherichia coli (E. coli) encoding the pore-forming toxin α-hemolysin 
(HlyA) are associated with the etiology and disease relapse of ulcerative colitis (UC) and linked 
to increased severity in urological infections. Previous studies show that UC-associated E. coli 
expressing HlyA increase epithelial permeability, which is linked to UC pathogenesis. Studies 
using sheep blood agar show that UC-associated E. coli expressing hemolysin exhibit varying lytic 
potencies. 

E. coli isolated from fecal samples of UC patients with active disease will be investigated. 
Polymorphisms within hlyA will be mapped using sequences from online repositories and 
3D-structure models created using AlphaFold will be used to discern the impact of hemolysin 
variations in E. coli. The isolates will be genotyped in silico to determine the degree of virulence 
using aspects such as virulence factor profiles, serogroups, fimbriae types, and conservation of 
known regulatory pathways for the expression of hemolysin. The hemolytic potential of E. coli 
isolates and of purified HlyA will be measured. This work will aid in understanding the importance 
of UC-associated E. coli expressing hemolysin in the pathogenesis of UC.
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Genetic adaptions can be found in varying prevalence in clinical populations where beneficial 
adaptions can prevent recognition and destruction by the host immune system and enable the 
bacterium to better withstand the environment of the host. The aim of this study was to investigate 
the adaptive evolution of clinical strains of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, one of the most prevalent 
bacterial species identified in chronic wounds. This was performed by genomic and phenotypic 
approaches to understand the adaption of Pseudomonas strains isolated from 2 patients with 
chronic venous leg ulcers over an 8-week time course. 

The results will allow us to understand clinically important traits and provide insight into the 
emergence and dynamics of adaption of Pseudomonas aeruginosa in chronic wounds.
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Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a common, chronic inflammatory skin condition characterized by 
recurring, itchy lesions. Patients with atopic dermatitis are at increased risk for both acute and 
chronic bacterial skin infections, particularly by Staphylococcus aureus. The complex interplay 
between host inflammation, microbial community composition, and microbial physiology in lesion 
development and persistence is not clear. This study utilized dual-RNA and 16S rDNA amplicon 
sequencing to examine the microbial/host gene-expression and microbial community composition 
in skin biopsies and swabs from lesional and non-lesional AD skin from 40 AD patients over 14 
days, following stoppage of topical treatments. Additionally, skin biopsies were collected from 40 
healthy volunteers. The specific aim of this study is to examine whether temporal changes in the 
skin inflammation during flares lead to microbiome alterations, or vice versa. Lesional and non-
lesional AD skin demonstrated distinct unique transcriptome profiles, which became more similar 
following reintroduction of treatment. The increased abundance of Staphylococcus species in 
lesional skin decreased over time following introduction of treatment. To identify host-bacterial 
interactions, sparse canonical correlation analysis (CCA) was applied, which identified seven groups 
of bacterial taxa and host genes demonstrated significant interactions. Future analysis on this data 
aims to further elucidate the specific time- and species-dependent effects between the microbial 
community and host physiology.    
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Host-microbial interactions are of utmost importance in maintaining a healthy skin barrier. It is 
anticipated that a shift in bacterial composition can exacerbate the progression of skin diseases, 
such as atopic dermatitis (AD). Staphylococcus aureus is previously indicated as worsening eczema 
and the dysfunctional skin barrier in AD. Here we monitor the frequency of S. aureus in AD skin 
during a flare and characterize the pathogenicity of the collected Staphylococcus strains. We 
hypothesize that certain adapted abilities correlate with the severity of AD, indicating a host-
microbial interrelation.

Clinical Staphylococcus strains were collected from forty AD patients with an Eczema Area and 
Severity Index (EASI) score of ≥ 7 and a Total Lesion Severity Score (TLSS) of ≥ 5.  The samples are 
whole genome sequenced and examined with focus on pathogenicity including their viability to 
and ability to produce staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB). These strains will be further examined 
for their cell interaction using an in vitro keratinocyte/corneocyte 3D skin model and an ex vivo 
human skin model. Additionally, a selection of the strains are examined in combination with AD-
relevant cytokines using isothermal microcalorimetry. 

Preliminary examinations have shown direct effect of certain cytokines from the innate and 
adaptive immune response on S. aureus metabolism. Measurements of produced SEB, their cell 
interaction and adhesion affinity in strains related to severe AD eczema will combined with the 
detailed genetic mapping decode a profound adaptation of  S. aureus strains in AD pathogenesis.
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